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1.1 INTRODUCTION
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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This section gives an ioverview of the project and
describes the necessity for computerizing the Moore
Supervisory System from: an economic and practical point
of view. It goes on to describe my personal achievement
and technological skill I derived from the design and
implementation of the project.
1.2 THE ~PORE .~YST~
1. 2.1 ~.fTIJ?~
The existing Moore System is designed to remotely
supervise the status and functions of thirty major
U.H.F.radio stations within Eskoms main
telecommunication network. The Moore system was
commissioned in 1976 and lacks two important
fundamental aspects,namely, the inability to
communicate with Input/Output devices and the
absence of memory capabilities.
To accurately analyse the performance of a radio
systems, the supervisory system employed, must
have the ability to capture changing alarm
conditions and store this information in memory
for output at a later stage.The present system
only displays sustained alarms received from the
outstations.Operators, therefore, manually select
each outstation continually for alarm
information.Alarms or status variations occurring
between these manual scan operations are lost and
cannot be recovered.
The method of modulation for-data transmission is
based on the pulse duration technique and requires
communication links complying to C.C.I.T.T.
transmission channel specifications to ensure an
acceptable error rate. For economical reasons,
the Moore system operates on a sub-baseband
channel, whose group delay and attenuation
distortion are below the specified standards, thus
causing high error rates and sometimes complete
failure. A decision had to be made by Eskorn
Telecommunication Engineers whether to commission
a new system or upgrade the existing system.
____________________1GENERAL INFORMATION I
1.2.2 OPTIONS
-------
An option that only the master terminal be
replaced was rejected because on further
investigation, no compatible equipment existed on
the market. The next option was to replace the
entire system including the outstation units.
Implementing this option would cost the company in
excess of R300,OOO for equipment excluding labour
and travelling costs. It would also require
extensive system downtime which Eskom cannot allow
due to the operational nature of the circuits
carried by the radio system.
After evaluating the possible options and
assessing the advantages and disadvantages of each
option, I was asked to investigate a satisfactory
alternative which could possibly avoid the above
expense and inconvenience.
1.2.3 DESIGN FEATURES...'..·__r_._.__~_.. ..._.__ ._~ __ r'
I decided on a method of capturing digital signals
generated from the master and outstation units,
decoding the signals and transferring them to a
Laptop Processor. With this method the
replacement of existing equipment was avoided and
all the desired requirements as shown below were
achieved.
No replacement of existing equipment.
More accurate address and alarm decoding.
The sampling technique employed for decoding
the incoming digital signal made the error
rate less dependant on the transmission line
parameters, thus improving the reliability.
Improved error rate.
Failures decreased considerably.
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Less Preventative maintenance required.
Saving in manpower and travelling costs.
History of outstation alarms and system
failures are recorded on a printer thus
making it possible to monitor the performance
of the radio link. Intermittent alarms and
system trends can be detected, thus upgrading
the reliability of the radio system which is
of critical importance to Eskom. Eskom rely
on this radio system for operation and the
opening and closing of power line breakers.
The channels are also used as a media of
communication for telemetering, supervisory
and speech.
No downtime time was required
construction and no communication
suffered any interruption.
during
traffic
The complete system is computer controlled
and operation is made easy by menu selection.
Operators need only collect a copy of the
system printout on a 24 hour basis rather
than manually scanning the system on a
continual basis.
The cost involved is much less than what it
would cost to replace the complete system
including the same features. This would
involve not only the replacement of the
master terminal but also all existing
outstation units. Excluding labour, a cost
estimate would be in the region of R300,OOO.
With reference to Appendix D
the development costs incurred by Eskom to
upgrade the present system amounted to
R9 851.This amount does not include the extra
labour costs incurred by myself.
_______-.,;.. IGENERAL INFORMATIONI
I completed my T4 Engineering Diploma in December 1978
at the Witwatersrand Technikon and have since
specialized in analogue microwave and UHF Multi-channel
radio communication technology. Advanced technology
has since thrust modern radio communication into the
digital field. Microprocessors have become an integral
part of this new technology and many technicians,
including myself, without any formal education in this
field, have experienced much difficulty.
Having been asked to identify the possible alternatives
and having determind a cost effective solution, I
requested permission to implement· the above project
which I saw as a means to further my knowledge in
microprocessors and supervisory systems. Seeing the
possible saving in the implementation of the project as
proposed by myself, Eskom agreed to transfer me to a
research center and incorporate the project as part of
my T5 Masters Diploma.
It would have been far easier for me to have developed
a high level project in my own field, namely radio
communication, but I would not have broadened my
technological skills and not benefited as regards
personal achievement. My personal objective was to use
this opportunity to gain as much knowledge and skill in
this vital field I knew very little of.
Coming from a background specializing in analogue
systems, my research was largely invested in Digital
Electronics, Microprocessors and supervisory Systems.
A great deal of my time was spent -in familiarizing and
the utilization of support equipment for the hardware
and software development. These included assemblers,
hardware and software simulators, programmable eprom
burners and logic analyses.
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1.4 PROGRAMMING
..._-_._-~------
I had some exposure to the assembly programming of the
8051 Microprocessor but'not to depth required for the
project. It was therefore necessary to do extensive
reading and research in' assembly language and high
level programming techniques for the Laptop Processor.
Eskom only allowed me 400 hours in the Research Department
to complete the entire project. All the research and
groundwork including the documentation had to be done in my
own time. The entire project and documentation has amounted
to approximately 1100 HOURS.
___====_=======================================-1 SECTION 2 I
SUPERVISORY SYSTEMS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section gives a general overview of supervisory
systems and briefly describes the modern systems
available in comparison to the Moore System. The
information should provide the reader with a general
idea of supervisory systems in order to understand the
necessity for upgrading the Moore system. The relevant
Moore system information is included and therefore it
should not be necessary to consult a system handbook.
2.2 OVERVIEW OF SUPERVISORY SYSTEMS
Supervisory systems have two basic functions, i.e.
~EL~~~~~R!~g:- remote measurement and monitoring
generally
~~~~~Q~~!Q~: - remote control
Of these two closely related functions, the former is
longer established in practice.The purely supervisory
role was built up over the years and today the main
strength is a master station using the same address and
reply format for the two groups of digital signals
interchanged between the master and outstations.
The common address/reply or interrogation responder
action on which systems are based is operated as a
sequential process,and in the absence of control
instructions, the various outstation data sources are
interrogated in turn according to a fixed (hardware)
programme. This is essentially a time division scanning
or sampling form of multiplexing. Thus, during routine
scanning,each source receives its address at a specific
point in the scan period and, on acceptance, sends back
an appropriate encoded reply.
This is directly associated with the
called it up, and is consequently
individual recording or display point
station.
address which
routed to its
in the master
ISUPERVISORY SYSTEMSI
2.3 MODERN SYSTEMS
;
The planning and design of modern supervisory systems
make wide use of computer technology for automation and
for storage of data. Routine scanning and similar
functions are permanently stored in an executive
program together with a software buildup of video
pages, especially for' the wider requirements for
enhanced colour graphic ?isplay.
On the recording side, the printer outputs a continual
tabular printout of all condition changes.
The system represent a ,reporting scheme in which each
remote station continuously generates binary codes
representing the state of its inputs. An earth on any
input indicates an active alarm. Codes are transmitted
on individual carrier frequencies from the various
outstations to a master terminal, where the status
reports are decoded and displayed. The outstation units
generate binary codes only in response to master
terminal interrogation as shown in Fig 2.1.
r TX OT~L RX 01
~
MASTER TX J TX OT~
TERMINAL RX L RX 02
~
J TX OT~L RX 03
OT-OUTSTATION
TX-TRANSMIT
RX-RECEIVE
Figure 2.1 Half Duplex System
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The bidirectional exchange of information between
master and outstations is performed by trains of binary
pUlses, at a transmission rate of 50, 100, 150, 200,
300, 400, 500 or 1200 bands and occurs, typically, on
half-duplex or full-duplex links. The choice of the
transmission rate depends on the particular
requirements of the specific plant under consideration,
and on available transmission media.
The functions of the master unit is controlled by a
central processing unit (CPU). The CPU executes
instructions by analyzing units of information received
from outstations via the serial port.
The outstations consists of a microprocessor to control
remote functions and supervisory. The master scans the
outstations sequentially, and any change of state
conditions during scan times are stored in memory. The
stored information is reported back to the master when
the scan cycle returns to the particular outstation.
2.4 THE MOORE SYSTEM
The system can operate in half duplex or full duplex
mode at a baud rate of 200. The media of transmission
between master and remote is an analogue channel with a
frequency bandwidth of 3400 Hz. In this system, the
carrier frequency of 3120 Hz for the master and 2880 Hz
for the outstation is modulated plus and minus 85 Hz to
represent a positive duration or a negative duration.
Thus, the master frequency of 3035 Hz represents a
negative duration while a frequency of 3205 Hz
represents a positive duration as shown in Fig. 2.2 and
Fig 2.3. This method of modulation is commonly known as
Frequency-shift Keying (FSK).
_________________________________________)SUPERVISORy SYSTEMSI
3035Hz
Neg.
Duration
3120 Hz
Carrier
3205 Hz
POSe
Duration
freq
Figure 2.2 Master Transmission Bandwidth
2795Hz
Neg.
Duration
2880 Hz
Carrier
2965 Hz
POSe
Duration
freq
Figure 2.3 Outstation Transmission Bandwidth
-The demodulator has two bandpass filters each centered
to the upper and lower sideband frequencies. The output
of each band-pass filter is then rectified and the
signal subtracted from each other. This will leave a
signal with the data signal present together with
higher frequency components. These high frequencies are
filtered by the low pass filter which leaves only the
data signal as shown in Fig 2.4.
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-} SUM
DATA
> OUT
Figure 2.4 FSK Demodulator
On the master side, which is located at Simmerpan, the
FSK modulated 3120 Hz interrogation frequency is ,split
and transmitted across different microwave channels.
On the receive, the 2880Hz carrier from the microwave
channels are first combined and then applied to the
receive modern of the master terminal as shown in Fig
2.5.
MASTER
FSK TX
MODEM
MASTER
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..----->TO LINE 1
3120 HZ
3120 HZ
~--->----~SPLITTER~>-+----->TO LINE 2
3120 HZ
'------>TO LINE 3
3120 HZ
< FROM LINE 1
2880 HZ
RX FSK
MODEM
~-< COMBINER -<
2880 HZ
<-FROM LINE 2
2880 HZ
<-FROM LINE 3
2880 HZ
Fig 2.5 Matching the master terminal to
Multiple Microwave Routes
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The system implements a double-transmission scheme in
which each word is transkitted twice. After being
received, the words are compared to see if they are
still identical. Received messages are also subjected
to a code format check that detects any pulse which is
too long or too short. Pulses are counted to detect
whether there are too many or too few. There is also
an odd party check. A report that fails any of these
checks is assumed to be invalid and is not accepted by
the receiving logic.
2.5 STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS
The basic building block is the alarm encoder unit and
the frequency shift keyed tone transmitter (FSK) . The
encoder generates an alarm encoder address, encodes the
states of 32 inputs and sends all this information
through the FSK transmitter to the master terminal.
The Master terminal contains a command encoder unit
which has its own clock, and sequentially addresses the
Command Decoder Units at various outstation terminals
on a timed routine. A maximum of 100 remote stations
can be addressed of which Eskom only uses a maximum of
30. The maximum system capacity is 3200 alarm inputs
and 100 station addresses.
2.6 THE MASTER MESSAGE STRUCTURE
The message structure from the master to the outstation
is as follows:
First of all, the master raises the carrier line
for a particular line, hence indicating to all of
the outstations on that particular line that a
message is about to commence.
On detection of an active carrier the outstation
must wait for a defined time period before the
first transition of the receive date line is
accepted as the beginning of a valid message.
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The message format uses the pulse duration
modulation principle. A "1" stretches the
duration of a mark or space for double the normal
time period of 7 Milli seconds. Therefore, a mark
or space duration of 14 Milli seconds will
indicate a "1". Refer to Fig.2.7
Ampl.
t°A-=Yl_l_~
I I I
I I I
7mSec 14mSec
Fig 2.7 Pulse Width Modulation
The master initially sends the remote control
information of eight bits followed by an eight bit
identification address. The remote control and
address information is sent twice in the same
message.
control and alarm information each
eight duration periods. With reference
2.8, the remote control information is
before the address information. These
both duplicated in the same message as
Figure 2.12. The remote control duration
in Figure 2.8 are all 7m seconds.
in this example remote control Hex "00"
the outstation.
The remote
consist of
to Figure
sent out
are then
shown in
periods
Therefore,
is sent to
ISUPERVISORY SYSTEMS \
The address also consists of eight duration periods of
which the least significant nibble contains the units
and the most significant nibble contains the tens.
With reference to the example shown in Figure 2.8,
duration period number 8 marked "*" in the address has
a duration period of 14mS. This then represents a
"l"in the units; Duration period number 3 in the
address marked "#" also has a 14mS duration which
represents a binary 2 in the tens. It should be clear
from this example that address number Hex"21" is sent
to the outstation.
ampl.
r------------------------tRequest to Send (RTS TX)
TENS UNITS
r---------t
TXD
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
,
I
Master control IOutstation Address No."21 Hex"
I
Function no."OO"1
Fig 2.8 Master calling outstation address NO.21 for remote
indications
2.7 THE OUTSTATION MESSAGE STRUCTURE
The message structure from the outstation to the master
is as follows:
The outstation raises the RTS
indicating to the master that it
the reception of its own address
send its alarm information.
carrier line,
has identified
and is about to
ISUPERVISORY SYSTEMSI
The first 32 bits contain alarm information
followed by its identification address byte.
The message is also pulse duration modulated.
i
The alarm and address information is sent twice by
the outstation in the same message.
With reference to Figure 2.9, all the alarm
duration periods are 7mS. Therefore, no alarms
are present at this outstation. Following the
example in the transmit message above, it should
be clear that the correct outstation
Hex"21"replied.
Ampl.
'"
Request to Send (RTS RX)
L..- t
TENS UNITS
~-----~. ---------------
32 Alarm Durations Address no."21"Hex:
I
I
I
I
t
Fig 2.9 Reply message structure from outstation No.21
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I SECTION 3 I
THE MOORE TRANSLATOR
·~..~.~~.~.Q.!"~L._ .._~
._._.~h_~..._..~.2.Q.:t..~._...~~.~.~~.~.~.~.~.Q.~
3.1.1 General
_._-~.._.•.•.._-._..•..._~ .
The command encoder is the only original circuitry
included in the Moore System upgrade. I decided to
incorporate the command encoder as part of the
Moore translator: design because of the multi
• I
command funct~ons! and the standard generation of
the digital transmission format for the outstation
uni t:s ,
PROCESSOR
232 LAPTOP
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ENCODER
TX RTS
TX DATA
X RTS
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<
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Fig 3.1 The Moore Trans~ator Moni tor
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The Command Encoder converts 16 parallel, BCD
coded bits of information into a serial function
code, preceding each new transmission with a pre-
conditioning SQUELCH interval, and adding the
required parity funqtion and report termination
symbol. The SQUELCH interval is a period of tone
transmitted without data. The outstations must
wait for the defined SQUELCH period of time before
receive data is accepted as valid. Four types of
messages are generated and below is a list of
their priority:
1. A command initiated by the operator.
A desired operation can be remotely initiated
by selecting a remote target address and the
command function. The selectors transfer
thuw~wheel data and the outputs of the
station address generator are inhibited. A
maximum of 100 functions can be selected for
each remote station. After the remote
terminal recognizes its own address it will
resume the command function by operating the
specific relay latch. Typical command
function include the switching over of
transmitters and receivers. Some microwave
radio stations are powered by solar cells and
command functi'ons are used" to con trol the
operation of a generator on cloudy days.
8 Bit function Interrogation
I
I
command 1 Address
---------1-----------'
I
I
Fig 3.4 Command encoder select function
I SYSTEM TRANSLATOR I
2. An interrogation command by an external
device.
For an external command initiated by an
external device the selectors transfer
External Command Inputs and the outputs of
the station address generator are inhibited.
3. An interrogate command initiated by the
operator.
Operators are sometimes requested to scan an
individual remote station continuously. This
function interrupts the sequential scan
routine of the encoder and only outputs the
remote address selected by the thumbwheels.
While the interrogate pushbutton is operated,
all other outstations are ignored.
4. An interrogate command initiated by the
command encoder.
In normal operation the command encoder
maintains an automatic polling routine, a
task which it is occupied most of the time.
In this,it sequentially generates up to 100
BCD coded s~ation addresses which are
accompanied by the interrogation code. A
strappable option is available to limit the
encoder to recycle after the last outstation
is addressed.
The command encoder card has four thumbwheels and
two pushbuttons which are used to initiate message
types (1) and (3) listed above. The four
thumbwheels are used to select station and point
command addresses, each represented by two decimal
digits. The INT (Interrogate) and CMD (Command)
pushbuttons allow the operator to send either the
station and point
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command
selected
command.
addresses
station
on the
; address
thumbwheels, or the
and an interrogate
To send the station and point command addresses,
the CMDbutton is pushed. The 16 parallel, BCD
coded outputs of the thumbwheels are converted to
serial functions and transmitted as described
above. No matter how long CMD is held down, only
one point command is sent.
The command encoder provides 16 rear connectors
for access by an external devi ce , A rear
connector input, EXT (External), is provided for a
signal from the external device which tells the
Command encoder to load data. A rear connector
output, EXC (Execute), tells the external device
when the data has been accepted. For as long as
EXT is activated (and presuming the higher
priority CMD pushbutton is not activated), the
Command Card repetitively accepts data and
transmits it. To avoid sending garbled data, the
external device should activate EXT, load data,
wait for EXC, and then deactivate EXT before
starting a new cycle. Data from the external
devi ce mus t be BCD coded.
To send the station and interrogate command
addresses, the INT button is pushed. The 8
parallel, BCD coded outputs of the station
thumbwheels are transmitted, and an interrogate
code (hexadecimal FF; i.e., binary 1111 1111) is
substituted for whatever is set on the point
command thumbwheels. For as long as INT is held
down, interrogate commands are repetitively
transmi t ted.
The two pushbuttons may be operated in combination
to obtain indications of a remote's response to a
point command. By pressing both INT and CMD, and
then releasing CMD, the point command will be sent
once and the station will be repetitively
interrogated while INT is held down. Responses
may be observed until the reaction to the command
is seen, after which INT can be released.
.~.:r:.g.:q-.~.1;: .. ".;3. ..~. §, , <::;;Q~.~.~.~R.., ;§.~.~.Q.Q.~.~
g~.;r.;:_~
INDICATORS
(t J STBY = St andby
PUSHBUTTONS
(2) STBY u Standby
(4) INT '" Interrogate
(6) CHD = Command
T-iUHBWH~El.S
(3) STAT I ON = decoder or svs tem ":OMlf·OI' addrcs s
(Si COMMAND = command point address
Even-number commands (00. 02. 04. ~tc. throug~ 98)
operate ~on-Iatching relays or pick up latchirg
·rel~ys.
Odd-nu~b~r commands (01.03.05. etc. through 9))
release latching relays.
.•
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When the Command Encoder is not engaged in the
tasks described above, it maintains an automatic
polling routine. The command encoder provides
eight rear connectors that may be strapped to
designate the last (highest numbered) station
address to be sent before the station address
generator automatically returns to the beginning
of its sequence.
The SQUELCH interval preceding each new
transmission is adjustable from 6 to 25
milliseconds. The repetition rate for all types
of messages determines how often the Master
interrogates its remote outstations and is
adjustable from 50 milliseconds to 2.3 seconds.
The card has a STANDBY-ON swi tch whi ch may be pu t
in the STANDBY position to prevent operation.
A BAD THUMBWHEEL CODE indicator is provided
(visible with front panel removed). The outputs
of the thumbwhee1s are checked to detect invalid
codes generated as a result of faulty contacts in
the switches. When faulty switch operation is
detected, the indicator comes on, and interrogate
or point commands initiated by the operator are
inhibited and replaced by the automatic polling
routine.
Provided for optional use are the CMD output and
SINGLE SCAN input on the rear connector. The CMD
output is activated while the CMD pushbutton is
held down. The SINGLE SCAN input is used to cause
the address generator to generate a single set of
station addresses -- that is, to go from station
address 00 up to the address designated by the
last address straps, and then stop.
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The rest of the circuitry is for generating the
SQUELCH interval, generating station addresses and
the interrogate cope for the automatic polling
routine, routing the various types of data to the
encoding logic, and for effecting the chain of
priorities described above.
The SQUELCH interval and the repetition rate for
all types of messages are controlled by timers
contained in the Transmitter Control and Message
Inltiation Logic, as shown on the circuit diagram.
Potentiometers control the repetition rate and the
length of the SQUELCH interval. The TX (full
duplex) output is true when the STANDBY-ON swi tch
is in the ON position, and goes false when the
swi tch is put in the STANDBY posi t i.on , The TX
(half duplex) output goes on while a message is
being transmitted, but is off otherwise. After the
SQUELCH interval for a message has been
transmitted, the Transmitter Control and Message
Initiation logic issue a Start pulse for the
encoder. When the encoder begins sending data
synchronously wi th CL-B, its BUSY signal causes
START to reset. The message initiation sequence
is started periodically by the repetition rate
timer.Refer to Fig.3.6
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Start
Message
...
Start
Message
...
Rep.Rate
Timer
----t
t
Start Data
1 ----t
I
I
Start n<--
SQUELCH
Timer
CL-B
Busy
-------t
RTS TX
--------t
TXD
Fig.3.6 Message Initiation Sequence Waveform
When the command encoder is not engaged in higher
priority tasks, it maintains the automatic
SYSTEM TRANSLATOR ,
polling routine. The Station Address Generator
contains a BCD counter, which starts off the
station addresses. Every time the Transmitter
Control and Message Initiation logic starts a
message, the: LOAD~BUSY and SFT signals is
activated by the Encoder (refer to Appendix A.l
for the command enoder circiut diagram). If the
output of the Last Address Comparison circuit is
false, LOAD-BUSY-SFT signals cause the counter to
be stepped on OC. If the output of the Last
Address Comparison circuit is true (last address),
LOAD-BUSY-SFT signals cause the counter to be
reset on OC
When the SINGLE SCAN input is grounded, operation
is as just described except that when the output
of the Last Address Comparison goes false, the
Station Address Generator remains reset and cannot
be stepped again until the ground is momentarily
removed from the SINGLE SCAN input.
3.1.6
To designate a Last Address, inputs are strapped
to station battery +. With reference to Table
3.1, address 27, for example, would be designated
by strapping B1, B3, B5 and B11 to the positive
supply rail.
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Strap the pins marked " It " below to pin A-1
Ten digit straps Uni ts digi t straps
I
Number B-9 B-11 B-13 B-15 B-1 B-3 B-5 B-7
0 NO STRA os '10 STRAPS
1 It It
2 It :*
3 :It :It :* :*
4 :* :*
5 :* It :It *
6 :* It :* *
7 :* :It :* :It :* :*
8 :* *
9 :It * * *
Example: System with 24 remote stations, the last
address is 23.--strap B-11,B-1 and B-3 to +
Table 3.1 Last address strapping
3.1.7 Commands
_.-._- _..•...-~ -.-..
The outputs of the Station Address Generator are
enabled for transfer to the Encoder when directed
by the Command Source Priority Logic. Similarly
directed are the outputs of the four External or
Thumbwheel or Interrogate Selectors. Each of
these Selectors has two control inputs, KA and
KB, and provides ~ 4-pole double-throw switching
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function that selects four bits from the External
Command Inputs or from a thumbwhee1. A "no
operation" function is obtained when both KA and
KB inputs are low. The truth table below shows
how the three outputs of the Command Source
Priority Logic control the Selectors and the
Station Address Generator.
Message Type Priority Station command station
logic address Address Gen.
Outputs Select Select Outputs
Outputs outputs
1. Point 1 0 1 Thumb- Thumb- Inhib-
Command wheels wheels ited
2. External 0 1 0 External External Inhib-
Inputs Inputs inputs ited
3. Interroga- 1 0 0 Thumb- All Inhib-
gate Command wheels Ones ited
4.Po11ing 0 0 0 All All Trans-
Ones Ones ferred
Table 3.2 Command Source Priority Logic
The Command Source Priority Logic includes
f1ipf1ops for each of its INT, CMD, and EXT
inputs. Each time a message is begun, as
indicated by the LOAD-BUSY output of the Encoder,
the f1ipf1ops are clocked, and combinational logic
determines the various outputs listed in the table
above. If any of the Thumbwhee1 Output Check
circuits has detected a faulty thumbwhee1 switch,
the output of the CMD and INT f1ipf1ops are
inhibited and the combinational logic forces
message type 4, polling: the BAD THUMBWHEEL CODE
indicator is turned on.
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3.2 The Translator
_..._--~_._._ .....__._..._--_ ..- ..-..._..
The translator is the central processing unit for
all incoming and outgoing digital signals. The
information received from the command encoder and
outstations are processed and translated into a
message format that's compatible for the laptop
processor. The translator can be thought of as a
communication buffer between the command
encoder, the outstations and the laptop processor
where all the information is continuously updated
and displayed for supervisory and operational
purposes.
The start of a full operational cycle is initiated
by the transmit Request to Send signal (RTS TX)
show~ in Fig 3.7 from the command encoder. This
informs all outstations and the translator that a
interrogation message is about to commence. After
the reception of the TX-RTS positive transition,
the translator and outstations must wait for a
defined period of 35 milli seconds, called the
SQUELCH time before the outstations accept the
first data signal transition as a valid message.
On reception of the TX RTS positive transition on
PORT 1, the translator sets a timer for 500 milli
seconds. If the timeout completes the 500 milli
second delay before the first data transmit
message is received from the command encoder, a
fault is detected and the laptop processor is
informed.
The TX RTS digital signal remains active for the
full duration of the transmit data message. While
TX RTS is active, transmit data from the encoder
is valid. When TX RTS is deactivated the
outstations and the translator is informed that
the transmit message has completed its full
message.
The time duration of the TX RTS will vary
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according to the transmit data signal. The
duration of the TXD signal is modulated according
to the address and command information and
therefore the time for a full transmit cycle will
vary in time, Eg, a message with all "1" will be
double the time period for a message containing
all "0".
AMP
TX RTS
'"----t
+-----------------------+
TRANSMIT MESSAGE (TXD) I t
-----------------------+
SQUELCH TIME
Fig 3.7 Transmit squelch timing
The challenge here was to recover the address and
command information from the pulse duration
modulated digital signal. I attempted to solve the
problem by timing each pulse according to the
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expected time duration, namely, 7 milli seconds
for a "0" and 14 milli seconds for a "l".This
principle was successful in decoding the transmit
message because of the accuracy of the command
encoder, but unfortun~tely the mark/space ratio of
the receive message is critically affected by the
transmission line parameters such as group delay
and frequency attenuation. The mark/space on the
outstation modems are also adjustable. On the old
system to avoid errors and failure from
outstations, technicians had to continually adjust
the outstation units to compensate for changing
transmission line parameters.
A vital challenge as part of the project was to
find a successful method of decoding the pulse
duration digital signal under the most critical
variations from the ideal conditions, namely, 7
milli seconds for a "0" and 14 milli seconds for a
"1".
I successfully achieved this by sampling the
digital signal at a rate of 10.5 milli seconds,
this is halfway between the ideal 7 and 14 milli
seconds.
ampl.
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Ideal
Mark/Space
17mSI 14mS
I I
I I
1
17mSI7mSI 14mS
I I
1
L--__> t
Realistic
ampl.
A
Fig 3.8a
Mark/Space 1
L---->t
ISmS
I
I
12mS 19m5
I
I
14 I 17mS
ImSI
I I
I I
Fig 3.8b
Figure 3.Sb shows a typical signal received from
the outstation units and below is an attempt to
explain the method implemented in decoding this
signal using a microprocessor. The system was
tested under exagerrated mark/space variations and
no errors were encounted.
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A 10.5 milli second timer (TIMER 1) is activated
in response to the first positive transition of
TXD on Pin 1 of Port 1. A software routine is
immediately set to monitor two activities,
1. A check for a negative transition of TXD and
2. A interrupt caused by the completion of
TIMER 1.
If the positive transition goes negative before
the completion of TIMER 1, a "0" is stored in
register "A". Timer 1 is immediately reset and
resumes the timing of the negative duration. If no
negative transition is detected before the
completion of timer 1, the duration must have
lasted longer than 10.5 milli seconds and
therefore a "1" is recorded by incrementing
register "A". A further activity is the
incrementing of register "B" for every transition
encounted. Register "B" counts the number of
incoming pulses.Refer to Fig.J.9
The above method of decoding allows for a 40%
error rate of the incoming pulse code modulated
signal. A duration indicating a "0" can vary from
o - 10.5 milli seconds, 3.0 milli seconds above
the desired 7.5 milli seconds.
3.0
7.5
*
100
1
= 40%
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TXD
<-'---------,
YES
<
FIRST
TXP
TRANSITION
START
10.5mS
TIMER
TXD NO
-
POS.OR NEG.
---->-
TRANSITION
STORE "0"
IN
REG. A
1----<
INCR
REG.B
<
YES
<
STORE "1"
IN
REG. A
10.5mS
TIME-OUT
NO
L...- > -J
Fig .3.9 Sequence for. the decoding of a pulse
duration digital signal
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Likewise, a duration indicating a "1" can be any
period above 10.5 milli seconds.
The number of incoming bits is counted by a
register that is incrementing for every positive
or negative transition. The first eight bits of
TXD is decoded and' identified as byte TXCOM and
stored as such by the translator in register TXCOM
The preceding eight bits is the outstation address
unit that is been interrogated. After decoding, the
translator identifies this byte as TXADD. This
information is only communic~ted to the laptop
processor after a full cycle is completed. TXCOM
and TXADD is sent to the processor together with
the receive information as shown below.
After identifying its own address from the master,
the outstation responds by ra~s~ng the carrier
line RX_RTS, hence indicating to the master that
a reply message is about to commence. On detection
of an active carrier, the master must wait for a
defined period of time, called the SQUELCH time
before the first low to high transition is
accepted by the master. Refer to Fig.3.10. If the
SQUELCH time lingers for longer than 500 milli
seconds before the first transition of RXD
detected, the translator detects a no reply from
that outstation and'the processor is informed.
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ampl.
RX RTS
--t
+------------------------------+
I
------------------------------+
I
L..---l--'
SQUELCH TIME
RECEIVE MESSAGE (RXD) +---t
Fig 3.10 Receive Squelch Timing
The principle of decoding explained in TXD above
also applies to the receive digital signal (RXD).
The outstation sends first 32 alarm bits followed
by a 8 bit identification address. The translator
decodes and stores all 32 alarm bits into four
eight bit registers. The assembled program
identifies the four alarm bytes as follows:-
Alarms 1 to 8
Alarms 9 to 16
Alarms 17 to 24
Alarms 25 to 32
RXALM1
RXALM2
RXALM3
RXALM4
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After 32 alarm bit durations, the translator
decodes the following eight bits as the outstation
identification address, refer to fig 2.6. The 8051
assembler stores the outstation identification
addresses byte in register RXADD. It must be made
clear that up to this stage of processing, no
information as yet is communicated to the laptop
processor. Before any communication takes place
between the translator and the laptop processor, a
full scan cycle of transmit and receive
information is accumulated before all the
information is transferred. At the end of an
outstation interrogation cycle, the translator has
stored seven bytes of information listed below in
order of reception.
TXCOM Transmit command function.
TXADD Outstation transmit address generated
from the encoder.
RXALM1 Outstation Alarms 1 to 8.
RXALM2 Outstation alarms 9 to 16.
RXALM3 Outstation alarms 17 to 24.
RXALM4 Outstation alarms 25 to 32
RXADD Outstation address
Before transmission to the laptop processor, two
additional bytes are included, namely, the STATUS
byte and the CORRECTION byte.
The status information of the system is contained
in the STATUS byte. For every scan cycle, there
are three possible variations regarding the system
status. The system status is therefore contained
in the STATUS byte, and also is the first to be
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transmitted to the laptop processor. The STATUS
byte is also used to synchronize the translator
and laptop processor. Only the STATUS byte has a
Hex value of "F" or binary (1111) in the most
significant nibble and when the laptop receives a
byte with Hex (F) as the most significant nibble,
the laptop recognizes this as the beginning of a
scan cycle. Refer to Fig.3.ll
The STATUS byte has three possible variations:-
Hex "FA"
Both transmit and receive information is
correct and the processor may proceed.
Hex "FB"
The encoder successfully
particular outstation but
received no response ..Either
or the outstation unit could
interrogated a
the translator
the line is down
be faulty.
Hex "Fe"
The translator is
information from
encoder could be
link between the
could be cut.
not receiving any scan
the command encoder. The
faulty or the communication
encoder and the translator
Response NO
from
Encoder
YES
Reply NO
from
Outstation
YES
Store H"FA"
in
Status byte
<
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>---..,
Store H"FC"
in
Status byte
'---->
>---..,
Store H"FB"
in
Status byte
____"--_<__...J
Fig 3.11 System Status
The laptop identifies the start of a scan cycle by
the first status byte containing Hex "F" in the
most significant nibble. There is a possibility of
Hex "F" occurring in the most significant nibble
of the preceding alarm bytes but not the address
bytes because there are thirty outstations on
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present system and no further expansion is planned
for the future and therefore the TXADD and RXADD
is limited to thirty outstations. Only the most
significant bits of the alarm bytes are therefore
masked before 'transmission. The masked information
is stored in the correction byte and· is
transmitted to the laptop as a separate byte. To
achieve the 'above, all preceding alarm bytes
following the status byte is ANDED with binary
"Olllllll"by a software routine as shown in Fig
3.12.
The most significant bit of the alarm bytes
are stored in the correction byte before
transmission. There are only 4 alarm bytes and
therefore only the lower nibble of the correction
byte holds significant information. The rest of
the information contained in the correction byte
is ignored by the laptop.
RXALM4
RXALM3
'------>--------,
'--------->-------,
RXALM2
RXALM1
<
CORRECTION BYTE
Fig 3.12 Correction byte
The correction
as a 8 bit
transferred back
the laptop.
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byte is transmitted to the laptop
wor~ where the information is
to the relevant alarm bytes by
For every address scan the eight bytes of
information is serially transmitted via the serial
port to the laptop processor. The transmit command
function TXCOM is not utilized at this stage and
is not included in the serial transmission. The
data is moved to the serial buffer SBUFF and ~eld
for serial transmission. The speed of transmission
is programmed for 9600 baud. For every 8 bits of
information, 10 bits are transmitted, a start bit
(0), g data bits (lowest significant bit first),
and a stop bit (1). Transmission is initiated by
an instruction that uses SBUF as .a destination
register.
The serial transmission is
following format:
arranged in the
As shown in Fig 3.13, the status byte is the first
to be transmitted in order to synchronize the
translator with the laptop. In order to identify
the sequence of transmission the laptop will only
accept information from the translator once the
status byte is received. The laptop then
synchronizes on the status word and reads the
preceding bytes in the programmed order.
RXADD
RXALMl
<
data bit: SJ STATUS BYTE
RS 232
TRANSLATION
LAPTOP
PROCESSOR
---~-<----_--1lfu 8* da :_a_b_J._"t_s_BJ
lEI 8 • data bits ~
lEJ 8 • da:a bits ~ TXADO
[~.
SERIAL
<
BUFFER
Stop bit Start bit
clJ
I
> 8 * data bits ~ CORRECTION BYTE<l0 8 * data bits ~ RXALM4<
lEJ 8 * data bits @.b RXALM3
<
8 * data bits RXALM2
Fig 3.13 Serial Transmission
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set for RS232
to translate TTL
buffer to RS232
The laptop
levels and
levels from
level.
ampl.
-
+5V -
o
serial receive buffer is
is therefore necessary
the translator serial
+12V
t RS232
>- Translator 1-> 0
MAX 235
-12v
ampl.
A
t
Fig 3.14 Transmission Levels
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HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
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I decided to make use of the 8031 microcontroller
because of the asynchronous communication port, the
essential I/O ports and the sixteen bit timers which
are all housed in oneIC package. This eliminated the
necessity for essential external Peripheral Interface
Adaptors (P.I.A) making the hardware design less
cumbersome. The low cost and ease of availability of
the microcontroller were also major factors
contributing to the choice.
The moore translator must be capable of
receiving data at a baud rate of 200.
The Moore Translator must transmit asynchronous
data at 9600 baud with RS232 levels.
Two status L.E.D 's must be present: one to
indicate a received message from the master
station and the other to indicate receive data
from an outstation.
Power on reset circuitry must be included to hold
the processor in reset for at least 20 milli
seconds after power up.
A more acceptable method of decoding the
incoming digital signal must be implemented so as
to make mark/space ratio distortion less dependant
on the transmission line parameters.
The translator must be capable of addressing 64k
bytes of external program memory for further
expansion.
Changes to suit operators requirements, and for
updating the alarm and station information, the
system display must be user friendly as to allow
access by less skilled staff.
A tabular printout recording the immediate time
and date of system state changes.
!I
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4.3 Microcontroller
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The Moore Translator is : an intelligent device making
use of an Intel 8031 microcontroller. The 8031 (IC4)
basically contains two 1? bit timers, a full duplex 8
bit uart,128 bytes of internal ram and four 8 bit
parallel ports. By forcing input pin 31 (EA) low, ports
PO and P2 become the multiplexed address and data bus.
A low to high transition on the address latch enable
line (ALE) causes the address to be latched into the
transparent latch (ICG). The PSEN control line is
active low during a opcode fetch cycle and is used to
enable the output to the eprom (IC8). The 8031 can
address 64k bytes of program memory (EPROM) and 64k
bytes of data memory.
EXTERNAL
INTERRUPTS
TIMER 1
TXD RXD
TIMER 2
1 l
I I
128K
RAM
I
I I I
BUS 4 I/O PORTS SERIAL
CONTROL PORT
..l. ..l. .1. J.
<
<
OSC
INTERRUPT
CONTROL
C.P.U.
1 1
PO P2 P1 P3
FIG 4.1 Block diagram of the 8031 microcontroller
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The address section of ~he bus is used to read
addresses into RAMS, ROMS, ,and interface chips.
The address section must' contain enough wires to
provide a complete address' in one transfer, and 16
wires are commonly used; 'otherwise, several transfers
would have to be made for ~ach data transfer.
The basic CPU is on a single 40-pin IC chip. The 8031
has as 8-bit data bus and 16-bit address bus.
XTAL1 and XTAL2 are input and output of a single on-
chip convertor, which can be configured with off chip
components as a piece oscillator. It requires a crystal
and two capacitors to operate in the crystal/ceramic
mode. XTAL1, C1 and C2 supply the 8031 with its system
clock at a frequency of 7.3728 Mhz. The choice of this
crystal is to generate a baud rate of 9600 baud for
asynchronous transmission. The internal clocking
signals are half the oscillator frequency, and define
the internal phases, states, and machine cycles.
Since the CPU controls all the transfers on the data
and address bus, this means that the CPU must direct
the transfers of instruction word segments and operands
from the memory, and the logic circuitry for this
purpose is provided on the CPU chip.
A machine cycle consists of 6 states and each state has
a duration of 12 oscillator periods. Each state is
divided into a Phase 1 half, during which the Phase 1
clock is active, and a Phase 2 half during which Phase
2 clock is active. Thus a machine cycle consists of 12
oscillator periods, numbered S1P1(State 1, Phase 1),
through S6P2(State 6, Phase 2). Each state waits for
two oscillator periods. Typically, arithmetic and
logical operations take place during Phase 1 and
internal register - to - register transfers take place
during Phase 2.
Figure 4.2 shows a fetch/execute timing referenced to
the internal states and phases.Since these internal
clock singles are not user accessible, the XTAL
II
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oscillator signal and the ALE (Address Latch
Enable)signal are shown for external reference. ALE is
normally activated twice during each machine cycle,
once during SlP2 and S2P1, and again during SlP2 and
.S2P1.
Execution of a one-cycle instruction begins at SlP2,
when the opcode is latched into the Instruction
Register. If it is a two byte instruction, the second
byte is read during S4 of the same machine cycle. If it
is a one byte instruction, there is a fetch S4, but the
byte read (which would be the next opcode), is ignored,
and the Program Counter is not incremented. In any
case, the execution is complete at the end of S6P2.
The system executive program is stored in Eprom
(IC3).Fetches from External Program Memory always use a
16 bit address. Whenever a 16-bit address is used, the
high byte of the address comes out on Port 2, where it
is held for the duration of the read or write cycle.
The low byte of the address is time multiplexed with
the data byte on Port O.
When the CPU is executing out of external program
memory, all 8 bits of Port 2 are dedicated to an output
function and may not be used for general purpose I/O.
The read strobe for external fetches is PSEN. When the
CPU is accessing external program memory, PSEN is
activated twice every cycle whether or not the byte
fetched is actually needed for the current instrudtion.
A complete PSEN cycle, including activation and
deactivation of ALE and PSEN, takes 6 oscillator
periods.
51
Pi P2
S2
P1 P2
S3
P1 P2
S4
P1 P2
S5
P1 P2
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S6
Pi P2
II
!
OSC
(XTAL)
ALE
Read Opcode Read Next Opcode
51 52 53 54 55 56
1-byte,1 cycle instruction,eg.INC A.
Read Opcode Read 2nd byte
51 52 53 S4 55 56
2-byte,1 cycle instruction,eg.ADD A,#data
Fig 4.2 One Machine cycle
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The main function of ALE is to, provide a properly
timed signal to latch the low byte of an address from
PO to an external latch during fetches from external
memory. For this purpdse ALE is activated twice every
machine cycle. ALE is ! activated at a constant rate of
1/6 the oscillator frequency, and can be used for
external clocking or timing purposes.
ALE
I
I.
I
I
PSEN
P2 I PCH OUT I PCH OUT I PCH OUT
PO
------------------------------------------------------
PCL
out
inst PCL
in out
inst peL
in out
inst PCL
in out
Fig 4.3 External Program Memory
The 8031 serial port transmits asynchronous data to the
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laptop processor. The serial port is full duplex,
meaning it can transmit;and receive simultaneously. The
serial port receive and transmit registers are both
accessed at Special Function register SBUF. Writing to
SBUF loads the transmit register and reading SBUF
accesses a physically separate receive register.
The serial port can operate in 4 modes of which mode 1
is used for transmission. In mode 1 operation, 10 bits
are transmitted through TXD, a start bit (0), 8 bits,
and a stop bit (1). The baud rate is variable and
determined by the Timer 1 overflow rate.
Transmission is initiated by an instruction that used
SBUF as a destination register. The "write to SBUF"
signal also loads a 1 into the 9th bit position of the
transmit shift register and flags the TX Control unit
that a transmission; is requested. Transmission
actually commences at SIP1 of the machine cycle
following the next roll-over in the divide-by-16
counter. Thus, the bit times are synchronized to the
divide-by-16 counter, not to the "write to SBUF"signal.
Refer to Appendix C.l for a detailed derivation of the
9600 baud rate calculation.
All receive inputs to the translator are received from
the FSK modem and the command encoder un~t. The receive
levels are at 12V and are dropped to TTL levels by a
potential divider network. Buffer (IC3) prevents any
spikes or spurious incoming noise from effecting the
input ports.
Four signals are received from the command encoder and
receive modem:-
Signal BO on shown on Fig 2.9 is the request
to send transmit from the command encoder and
is monitored on Pin 0 of Port 3. This signal
indicates that the master is about to send.
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data to the ou~station and remains
active for the·duration of the transmit
data(TXD). i
When RTS TX becomes active ,the first
transmit bit is expected within a time
period of 30mSec,signal B1 on
Figure 2.9 .
The addressed outstation sends the remote
request to sen~ signal (RTS RX) indicating to
the master that transmission of alarm
information is about to be sent. The RTS RX
(B2 on Figure 2.10) is received on Port P1.2
of the microcontroller.
When RTS RX becomes active Port P1.2 expects
the first receive bit within a time period of
30mSec. (signal B3 on Fig 2.10)
Port P1.4 and port P1.S are programmed for an output
configuration to drive LED 1 and LED 2 when RTS TX from
the master and RTS RX from the outstation become
active. LED 1 and LED 2 are driven "ON" via buffer IC5.
IC6 provides a spontaneous voltage transition on the
reset line on power up.It is also a voltage supervisor
circuit which monitors the +SV vee power rail. Should
this voltage fall below +4.6V,the Q signal will go low
and remain so for a period determined by capacitors e5
and e6.For es 100nF and e6 1uF the power on reset
period will be 30 milli·seconds. Hence on power up, the
microcontroller will be reset and held in reset for 30
'milli seconds. The Q output of the voltage supervisor
circuit can also be manually driven low by switch 1.
This will earth pin 2 and force the microcontroller. to
reset.
4.13 RS 232
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Asynchronous serial data is serially transmitted out on
the TXD (PIN 11) of the microcontroller. The MAXIM 235
(IC7) converts the TTL levels to RS232 levels. This is
directly coupled to the RS232 port of the laptop
processor.
il
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This then concludes the hardware description. The 8031
microcontroller incorporates most of the essential
peripherals for this exercise on one Ie chip. This
simplifies the hardware design considerably and timing
problem become non existent. Before using the reset
chip TL7705, I had a problem when powering up the
system. Without this ;reset function the software
program initiated at a :random address and eventually
crashed. '
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5.1.1 GENERAL
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The objective in programming a microcomputer such
as the 8031 is to establish an executable program
stored within an Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory (EPROM) integrated circuit. The EPROM is
part of the hardware design (Ie8). The computer
executes the program instructions one at a time,
by reading the machine 8 bit code instructions
which are stored within the EPROM. The program
can be erased if the EPROM is exposed to an ultra
violet light source.
The program is generally developed using systems
software provided by the chips manufacturer and
the software vendors. The program is initially
edited in assembler format and processed as a text
file on a larger computer. From the assembled
program the computer facilitates test procedures
which is used to surface syntax errors and
meaningless function procedures. From the
assembled program the computer creates two
additional system files namely an object and a hex
file.The object file is used to simulate the
software program. The program can also be single
stepped to monitor the contents of internal
registers during program execution. The machine
code is contained in the Hex file. The machine
code contains the 8 BIT instruction codes for the
microprocessor program execution. This file is
finally transferred to the EPROM (IC8) from where
the actual program is addressed and executed by
the microprocessor.
5.1.2 INITIALIZATION
On power up the program counter is positioned at
OOOOH.Following this the controller jumps to the
initialization sequence.
The initialization routine is as follows:-
Timer 1 is an auto load baud rate generator
for serial communication. The time constant is
calculated for a baud rate of 9600. Refer to
Appendix Cl for 8 bit uart program
information.
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The serial port ~s.programmed for mode 1
operation. Ten b~ts are transmitted through
TXD. A start bit! (0) 8 data bits and a stop
bit (l).The baud rate is determined by the
timer 1 overflow rate as shown in Appendix
C.1.
After initialization, the microcontroller starts
executing the main pr6gram. Below is a description
of the main program sectioned into different
subheadings of which each is explained in detail.
The RTS TX signal is received on port P1.0. On
powering up the translator, the system could
possibly be in the process of a scan cycle. RTS TX
remains active high for the duration of a master
scari cycle and a low indicates the end of ~ scan
cycle.Before proceeding, the microcontroller
continually tests RTS TX for a low condition
followed by a high before opening Port P1.1 to
receive TXD data. The first TXD data bit is
received lOOms after RTS TX becomes active high.
If TXD data is not received after 5 seconds, the
"NO TRANSMIT FROM MASTER" routine is called.Refer
to appendix C.2 for the 5 second time delay
calculation.
HEX "FC" is stored in the status register. On
reception, the laptop will identify this code as a
master terminal failure.This can be caused by the
master terminal been taken out of scan.
5.1.5 TXD DATA
The transmit data signal to the outstations (TXDl
is received on PORT Pl.l. The first TXD data bit
initiates the 10.5 mS timer for decoding.
The TXD digital signal is pulse duration modulated
according to the outstation address and control
function information. A "0" extends the time
duration of a mark or space for 7mS and a "l" for
14mS.
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On reception of the first TXD positive bit
transition, a 10.SmS timer is activated. If the
negative transition is received within the 10.5mS
time period, a "O~ is stored in the accumulator
register (ACC) by'rotating ACC to the left. If
the count reaches the full 10.SmS without any
transition change, a ttl" is recorded by
incrementing ACC ~nd then rotating ACC left to
I •
accommodate the next b1t. The same procedure
applies to the negative transition. On reception
of the negative transition, the 10.SmS is once
again activated to determine the status of the
next bit.Refer to Appendix C.3 for the derivation
of a 10.5mS delay.
To record the number of transitions ,register (RO)
is incremented twice at the end of the positive
and negative duration. RO is also used to identify
the location of the address and alarm bytes.
The first eight digital signal durations of the
TXD is the remote control byte. When RO has
reached a count of eight, the contents of ACC is
transferred to register TXCOMM. This byte then
holds the remote control instruction information
been sent out by the command encoder.ACC is then
reset and Port P1.1 is open to receive the
transmit address information from the command
encoder. The following eight bits are decoded
according to the above procedure. When RO has
reached the value of 16, the contents of ACC holds
the transmit address information which is then
transferred to register TXADD.
5.1.7 RECEIVE ROUTINE
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After the microcontroller has decoded the transmit
information, PORT P1.2 awaits the reception of the
request to send signal RTS RX from the addressed
outstation. Response from the outstation is
expected after lOmS. If no response is received
from the outstation after SOOmS, the "NO-RX"
routine is implemented. Here the Hex value "FB" is
stored as the status byte indicating to the laptop
processor that the addressed outsta~ion did not
respond. This information is printed out as a
____-.;.. ., SOFTWARE r
station "NOSCAN" alarm.
After the reception of RTS RX on Port P1.2, the
receive data signal RXD is received on Port P1.3.
The time of each pulse: duration is the same as the
master message, namely, 7mS for a "0" and 14 mS
for a "1". The delay timing and sampling is based
on the same principle as explained in the decoding
of TXD.
The first 32 mark and space durations contain the
alarm information from the outstation. Register
"RO" is again used to count the number of
transitions received. The 32 alarms are decoded
and stored in registers RXALM1, RXALM2, RXALM3 and
RXALM4. After reception of the 32 alarm bits, the
outstation sends its own address byte so
indicating to the master that the correct
outstation has responded. When RO reaches the
decimal count of 32/ the microcontroller stores
the following 8 duration period in register
RXADD/this been the receive address.
5.1.9 MASKING
For the laptop processor to recognize the start of
the message from the translator, the status byte
will always contain a "1" as the most significant
bit. The most significant on all proceeding bits
are therefore masked.
The masked information is stored in the last byte
before transmission and recovered by the computer.
It will be noticed from the program that only the
alarm bytes have been received. The reason for
this is because at present Eskoms requirements are
only 30 outstation. The transmit and receive
address will therefore never have a "1" as a most
significant bit, otherwise it would be necessary
to mask these bytes as well.
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5.1.10 SERIAL OUT TO THEiLAPTOP PROCESSOR•._ - __ _ _ ,· ·f _ _._.- .
Transmission is iniiiated by any instruction that
uses SBUF as a destination register.
I
i
All eight bytes are transmitted in series as shown
in figure 3.13.
The time required f<i>r one complete scan cycle is'
approximately 1 second. The translator therefore
transmits 8 bytes of information at 9600 baud
rate. There is therefore sufficient time for the
laptop computer to process and display all
information before the next eight byte message is
received.
The translator sends asynchronous data at RS232
levels via the microcontroller serial port at 9600
baud rate. The laptop processor receives updated
information in sets of eight bytes received via
the local serial port. The received information is
immediately processed and any change of state from
the last scan is updated.
The system is menu driven including six available
options to the user. By highlighting anyone
options, the user can alter the display and system
data to suit his requirement. Names of outstations
and alarms can be altered by simply selecting' the
relevant menu and entering the desired changes.
The options are described below:-
§~~xq§ Gives a display of all sustained
alarms currently on the system.
DATE The current time and date can
be updated.
..
STATION The names of outstations are- stored
In---a-'--separate f!ile. When initializing the
system,the names of the outstations are read
from this file to update the screen.By
highlighting the STATION header, the user is
allowed access ,to this file where outstation
information may either be updated or deleted.
ALARM The name's to identify all 32 alarms
are-also stored in a separate file. This
information is also read when the system is
initialized. The user has access to this file
by highlighting the ALARM header.
SYSTEM The complete system including the
o'uts'tations are displayed on the monitor. A
copy of this display as shown in Fig 5.1.
Every outstation has two display lamps. If
the right hand lamps "ON", a sustained alarm
i~ present at this outstation and if the left
lamp is "ON", the outstation is not
replying.As shown in Fig 5.1, Matla is not
replying and Brandford is indicating an alarm
state. The screen provides the operator
with a quick visual indication of the
complete system status. It's from this screen
where more specific information may be
obtained by selecting the status menu
EXIT Exit to the DOS operating system.
In the system idle state, the program will always
revert back to the system display after a set
time. An alarm or change of state will immediately
be recorded on a printer together with the time
and date of the occurrence. A change of state-
includes alarms that have cleared back to normal.
Operators will have detailed tabular printout of
the system performance over any time period. There
has been a request for a monthly printout of all
repetitive faults that might have been overlooked.
This would require, however, a memory of
substantial size. This feature is not included om
the present system, but can be upgraded to
accommodate this feature at a later stage. The
system was designed for expansion without
effecting a hardware change. The system can be
altered to suit most requirements by effecting a
software change.
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In appendix E , I have included a copy of an
actual alarm printout. A no reply from an
outstation del:ivers a "NOSCAN" alarm to the
printer. Status alarms deliver a comprehensive
printout of all alarms present on the complete
system. t
The keyboard "'ESC" command will pass control to
the menu page ~for further operation.
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.COMPONENT LISTING
APPENDIX A.2
MOORE TRANSLATOR
COMPONENT LISTING
,
, '
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6
IC7
IC8,____
Cl
C2
C3,C4
C5
C6
Xl
7805 5V REGULATOR
SN7407 NON INVERTING DRIVER
SN7408 QUAD TOTEM POLE AND GATE
INTEL 8031 MICROCONTROLLER
TL7705 VOLTAGE SUPERVISOR
SN74LS373 TRANSPARANT LATCH
MAX 235 RS232 DRIVER
HN482732 ERASABLE PROGRAMMABLE READ ONLY
MEMORY
CAPACITOR luF TANTALUM 35V
CAPACITOR 10nF CERAMIC 10V
CAPACITOR 30 pF CERAMIC 100V
CAPACITOR 100nF CERAMIC 100V
CAPACITOR 1uF TANTALUM 16V
CRYSTAL 7.3728 Mhz
LED1,LED2 LIGHT EMMITTING DIODE BRIGHT RED
R1,R2,R3,R4
R5,R6,R7,R8
CARBON
RESISTOR 10K Ohm 1/4 Watt
SWl PUSHBUTTON RESET SWITCH
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ASSEMBLER LISTING
APPENDIX B.l
ASSEMBLER LISTING
2500 A.D. a051 I.ero Assetbler - 'miol U3a
laput Filelale: p.asl
Oatp.t Fileille : p.obj
1 *** IIITIALISATIOR ROOTIIE ***1
I
3 0000
I
.sy.boIs
I 0000 ORG OOOOIL, 0000 21 00 UKP 1m
! 0068 ALI IQO 681l JALARI-OI-BIT 01 POS DORATIOI
I 0069 ALII EQO 691l jALARI-O.-BIT 01 lEG DORATIOI
! 0020 rICOI EQO 2011 jfRAISllT eO..AID IIFORIATIOI
10 0021 moo EQO 21H jTlAISllT ADDRESS IIFORlATIOI
11 0026 EUDD IQU 2611 JEECEI'E ADDRESS liFO
II 002% RULlI IQO 22H jALARKS 1-8
13 00%3 RULU IQO m JALARIS 9-16
11 om RULl3 EQO UK jALARKS 11-24
11 0025 RULli EQO 25H ;!LARKS 25-32
U om 8m EQO %1Il JSTATOS BYrE.THIS COITAlIS
11 0028 UOB EQO 28H jlOST SIG.BITS 'ROI AI.II-4
18 jllfORlATIOI REGARDIIG SYSTEI
l! j-"- 10 TRAISIIT FROI lASTER
10 j-AA- 10 OOTSTATIOI RESPOISE
21 i-OO- TI AID RI SOCCESSFOL
11 0028 TIlE: EQO 28H jTIKER REGISTER
23 0100 OiG 100HH 0100 15 81 60 lilT: lOY SP,f60HII 0103 75 89 20 10' TlOD,,00100000B jlODE 1 OPIRATIOI2i 0106 75 98 52 lOY SCOI,fOl010010B jSrRIAL PORT AS A8 BIT2! joml! 0109 15 88 69 lOY TCOI,fl101001B19 010e 1580 FE lOY TH1,US4 jSrf '0& 9600 BAOD3~ 010F 02 BE SETS Til jSTART Tlln 131 Olll C2 AD CLK n.331 0113 02 AC SETS n.4II 0115 CU8 CLK ALIl! 0111 e2 69 CLR ALIIII 0119 21 2f UIP PROG3f
17
*****10 TRAISIIT ,aol IASfEatt*t*
~
I
IASSIIILII LISTIIG I
38
39 OIlB 75 27 FC 10JI: KOY SUT,IFCI
40 om 5HD Acm Tim
u 0120 21 2T UKP PROG
42
43· U***IO OUTSTATIOI RKSPOISIUU*
H om
u 0122 75 2T FB 10_RI: lOY STAT,IlIH
n om 5HD Acm TRAIS
n
48
49
50
51 ****IASTER TRAISIIT lIFORXATIOI****
51
53 om
54 om n PROG: CLi A
55 0128 78 00 KOY RO,'OOl jREGISTER USID FOR BIT COURT
55 om 20 90 FD PROG1: JB P1.0,. jlAIT START OF lISSAGE
57 012D 15 28 25 nu: KOY TIU,USI JTRAISIIT TIKE DELAY ROOTIIE
5& 0130 so rr " DlU1: KOY DPTR,mm j5SEC
59 0133 05 &2 FD DlU2: Dm m,.
60 om 20 90 08 JB . p1.o,ns jiF REQOEST TO SERD(RTS-TII IGRORE DELAY
61 am 15S2rr 10V DPL,IFFH
62 013C D5 83 F4 Dm DPI,DILJ2
&3 om D5 28 n om TIU,DEU1
Sf om 21 18 UIP 10JI JGO 10 TRAISIIT ROOTIIE
65 OW D2 U m: SlTB P1.4 jSllTCH L.E.D. TRAISIIT lOll
66 0146 75 2T FA 10V STAT,ml ;SET STATOS BYTE FOR VALID TI '00'
n om 75 28 02 DlLJ3: lOY TIII,'021
68 QUe 90 n" ~iLJ4: lOY DPTR,mm
69 our 05 82 FO DEUS: om DPL,.
70 om 20 91 OB J8 n.i,coum jlAIT FOR FIRST BIT
T1 0155 15 82 " lOY DPL,IFFH
72 0158 D5 83 F4 Dm DPH,DILJ5
73 0158 0528 IE Dm TIU,DlLJ4
74 0151 21IB Am 10JI
15 0160 90 oe " eoom: m DPTR/,OC"I j'18 TilER FOR DECODIB.G
76 om DS 82 FD COUIT2: Dm DPL,$
11 0166 75 82 FF lOY DPL,Im
J8 0169 30 91 OJ JIB PI. I,CHECU ;POSITIVE OORATIOI lAS EIDED
79 oue 05 83 '4 Dm DPH/coum
&3 01&, U 63 SETB ALI jTltER HAS RIACHED 0THEREFORE
81 jA OlE DlUcm
82
83 0171 21 63 un eoum
84 om
85
86 om 20 68 03 eHICu: JB ALI/on jCHECI FOR ZERO OR DIE
IASSlllll1 LISTIIS I
87 om
88
89 0176 23 URO: it A jElm -0-
90 om
S1 om 21 7D AnP lEGI
92
93 om CU8 OlE: CLR ALI
9t 0178 23 RL A
IS onc Of IIC 1 jUTER-1-
9& OUD
n
98 **** IEGATI'I DOR1TIOI DICODIIC ****
99
100 onD 90 OC rr IIG1: lOY DPTR"OCFm
101 0180 D5 82 FD 1EG2: Dm DPL,S
102 0183 15 82 rr lOY DPL,mH
103 018& 20 91 07 JB P1.1,CHlCU jllD OF IICATIYI DORAflOI
104 0189 D5 83 F4 Dm DPH,IIC2
105 018C D269 sin ALII jCOOflR HAS fliiD LOIGIR
10& jfHAI10 IS
107 0181
108 0181 11 80 AJlP 1IC2
109
110
111 0190 20 &9 05 CIIlCU: JB ALII ,0111 iCHICI FOR llRO OR Oil
112
113 0193
111 0193 23 mOl: RL A jIRTER -o-
in om 08 IIC RO
m 0195 08 IRC RO
117 019& 211& AnP mc
118 0198 23 On!: it A jlmR -1-
m 0199 01 IIC A
120 ·0191 08 IIC RO
121 019B 08 IRC RO jCOOlf 10.DORAfI0IS
122 oue C269 CLR ALIt
123 om 2H2 AnP mc
121 ouo 21 &0 U2: m COOIfI
125 om 88 08 03 Blfe: cm RO.'08H,TIl JIO.OF BlfS fO BE COURTED
12& OUS '5 20 10V fICOl,A jfI CODAID IUORI.
127 om II CLR A
118 OU8 18 10 '5 TIl: CJlI RO.UOH,U2
129 OUB '5 21 R07 TIAIlD,A jiI ADDRESS lIFORI.
130 OUD
131 DUD
132 *** ROOfll1 FOR RICEIVI ***
133
134 OUD 20 90 'D PROG2: JB P1.0,$ iiAlf FOR RfS fI SICIAL fO lID
IASSIIILII LISTII; I
135 01BO eU4 CLR PI. I iSIITCR L.I.D. TIAISIIT 'orr'
136 om CU8 CLR ALI
131 0184 CU9 CLI ALII
138 0186 14 CLI A
139 om 7S00 lOY 10,100R illG. OSlO FOI COOITIIG
110 iPOS. AID IIG.DOIATIOIS
H1 om
lU iJIB P1.%,$ iiAIT FOI CAIIIIR DirECT
113 01B9 75 28 02 DIU: lOY rIll,102R iDILAY 100TIII FOR
141 ;OOTSTAfIOI RISPOlI or .
115 ;50018
116 OlBC
m 01BC 90 rr rr DILJl: lOY DPTI,fUm
us om 05 82 rD DlU2: Dm DPL,S
149 01C2 30 92 OB JIB P1.2,lESl ;RISPLY fROI OOTSTATIOI
150 ;IGIORI fill DILAY
151 01C5 75 82 rr lOY DPL,IFFH
152 01C8 D5 83 r. om DPR,DlLJ2
153 01CB D5 28 II om TIII,DlLj1
151 OICI 2121 AlIP 10jl
155 DIDO D2 95 IIS1: SlTB P1.5 ;SIlfCH L.I.D IICIIYI '01'
156 0102 75 28 02 DlLj3: lOY TIU,I02I
157 0105 90 rr rr DIUI: lOY DPTI,fUm
158 01D8 D5 81 rD 01U5: om OPL,S
159 010B 20 93 OB JB PI.3,COOIT ;IAIT 101 FOR fIRST
160 0101 75 82 rr lOY DPL,IFFH
161 0111 D5 83 fl om DPR,DlLJ5 ;IIClIYI BIT
162 om US 28 IX Dm fIU,DILjl
163 om UZ2 AlIP 10JI
1&1 0119 90 oc rr COOIr: lOY DPTI, tocrr!
165 011C D5 82 'D coom: Dm DPL,S ;ROOTIII AS TI ABOYI
166 om 75 82 rr lOY DPL,IFFH
167 om 30 93 07 JIB PI.3,CRlC13
168 om D5 83 'I Dm DPR,C00lf3
169 om DU8 SErB ALI
lTO om UIC UlP coom
171 oIre
m
173 me 20 68 03 ClIICU: JB ALI,om ;CHICI FOR %1&0 OR ORE
114 om
175 onf 23 m02: IL A ;nfER '0'
176 0200 H 06 ~.m !KG
177
178 0202 CU8 om: CLR ALI
179 0204 23 RL A ;ElfER III
180 0205 01 lie A
181
IASSlIBtII LISTIIG I
182 ·0206
183 0206 90 OC n JIG: 10l DPTi,'OCm jil IEGATIYI DUiATIOI
m 0209 DS 82 'D 1EG4: Dm DPL,.
18S 020C T5 82 rr lOY DPL,lJrH
186 om 20 93 07 JB PI.3,CDCU jiOUflll AS ABOYI
187 om DS 83 r4 Dm DPH,UG4
188 0215 D2 69 SETB ALII
189 om u 09 UlP IEG4
190
191 om 20 69 OS CHECU: JB iLl1,om jCIRCI fOi 1U0 Oi on
192 OUC
193 onc n ZEi03: it A jum'O'
191 om 08 IIC iO jCOU.f '0.0' DUiATIOIS
195 om 08 IIC iO
196 om un AJIP BITC1
197
198 om 23 0113: iL A jllfU'l'
199 om 04 IIC i
200 om 08 IIC iO
201 om 08 IIC iO jCOU.f 10.DUiAfI0IS
202 om C2 69 . CLR ALII
203 om U 2B UlP BITCI
204 om 21 19 iI5: AJIP coon
20S om Ba 08 03 BITcI: cm RO,'08R,iIl jFliSf itlRlS DEfECTED
206 j32-2S
207 om .'S 2S lOY RULI4,!
208 om E4 CLi i
209 0231
210 om 88 10 03 Ul: em iO,IIOH,RI1 ;ALAUS 2H8
Z1l om n 24 lOY RULl3,i
m 0236 E4 CLR i
Z13
2H om B8 18 03 R12: cm iO,t18R,m jALAIlKS 9-17
m om 1523 lOY RUm,l
216 mc E4 CLR A
m
218
ns om 88 20 03 R13: cm RO,t20H,RI4 jALAIlKS 8-1
120 ouo '5 22 lOY RIALll,l
m om E4 CLi A
222
m om
m om 88 28 13 RIf: cm RO,128H,R15 ;OUISfAIIOI ADDRISS RICEIYI
m om
Z26 om FS 26 lOY RUDD,!
m om E4 CLi A
IA88111L11 LI8TIIG I
m 0149 5140 !cm fRiIS
m DUB un un PROO
230
231 ****BlFORI TR&18118S101 TRAISFIR ALL lOST SIGIIFICAly***t
m ****ALARI BITS TO LAST fI REGISflR un
133
m
US .t
m OUD C295 fRAIS: CLi P1.5 iSllfCH L.I.D. RICIIYI 'OFF'
m om 15 28 00 10' WOt'OOH
138 om C3 CLi C
239 om 15Z5 lOY A,RULII
uo om 53 25 TF AIL iIALlI"Ol111111B iIAS( lOST SIG,BIT
m 0258 33 RLC 1
m om 15Z8 lOY A,ALOB
m om 33 iLC A
m mc F5Z8 lOY ALOB,A
m om
m om C3 eLi C
m om 15 2( 10' . A,RULn
us 0261 53 21 TF AIL il&Ll3,,01111111B
m om 33 iLC 1
250 om 15 28 lOY I,ALOB
251 om 33 iLC A
m 0268 F5 Z8 lOY ALOB,A
153
251 om C3 CLR C
m om 15 Z3 lOY A,U1L11
256 0260 53 Z3 fF AIL RIALl2,'01111111B
Z5f ouo 33 ' iLC A
m om IS 28 lOY A,ALOB
259 om 33 RLC A
260 om F5 28 . lOY &LOB,A
261
262 om C3 CLR C
m om ;;5 Z2 lOY A,RULII
m om 53 22 fF AIL RIALll,'01111111B
265 OUC 33 RLC A
266 0Z1D 15 28 lOY A,ALOB
261 om" 33 iLC A
268 0280 F5 28 lOY ALOB,A
m
110 om
m *ttSIRIAL OOY TO COIPOTIRtt*
m
173 om 30 99 'D IRABSl: JIB SCOI.I,S
m 0285 C299 CLK SCQI.l
m 0281 85 21 99 lOY SBO',Sm
2T6
2fT om 30 99 'D JIB SCOU,S
m om C299 CLi SCOI.I
m om 85 U 99 lOY Sm,THDD
280
281 0292 30 99 'D JIB SCOI.l,S
282 0295 cn9 CLi SCOI.l
283 0297 85 26 99 lOY sm,RUDD
284
285 om 30 99 'D JIB SCOR.I,$
286 om C2 99 CLi SCQI.l
m ou, 85 22 99 lOY SBO', Rmll
288
289 om 3099 'D JIB SCOI.l,S
290 om C2 99 CLK SCOI.l
Z9l om 85 Z3 99 lOY SBO',RULl2
292,
293 om 30 99 FD JIB SCOU,S
m OUD C2 99 CLK scou
295 021' 85 24 99 10' SBUr,RmK3
m
297 om 30 99 FD JIB SCO"l,$
298 om C299 CLK SCOI.l
299 om 85 25 99 lOY SBO',Kml.
300 om
301 om 30 99 'D JIB SCOI.I,$
302 om C2 99 CLK SCOU
303 om 85 28 99 lOY SBO',ALIIB
3D. 02C2 30 92 'D JIB PI. 2,S
305 02CS C2 95 eLK PI.S
306 02C1 22 Rn
307 02C8 KID: KID
I188111LII L18711& I
Liles ABBe.bled: 301 AsselbI, ErrorB: 0
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BASIC LISTING
IAPPENDIX B.3 I
APPENDIX B.3
MONITOR BASIC
PROGRAM LISTING
10 KEY OFF:DIM X(30):DIM Y(30):DIM A(30):DIM
B(30):DIMS${40):DIM e(10)
20 DIM S{40,40,2): DIM Z(40):DIM A$(40):DIM N(30)
30 Dl$=MID$(DATE$,4,3):D2$=LEFT$(DATE$,3):
D3$=RIGHT$ (DATE$, 4}
40 ON ERROR GOTO 1690
50 GOSUB 1750: REM READ RS232
60 GOSUB 1430: REM OUTPUT INFO FROM FILE
80 SCREEN O:KEY OFF: LOCATE , ,0
90 LET X=12:XL=70:XR=23:LET M$="STATUS"
100 CLS
110 COLOR 0,7: LOCATE 1,32:PRINT"MOORE SYSTEM"
120 COLOR 7,0:LOCATE 3,2:PRINT " STATUS
DATE STATIONS ALARMS SYSTEM EXIT"
130 COLOR 0,7: LOCATE 22,18:PRINT "USE "jCHR$(27}'j" "
jCHR $(26)j" TO MOVE HILITE THEN ENTER TO SELECT"
140 LOCATE 3,X :COLOR 0,7:PRINT M$
150 LET A$=INKEY$:LOCATE 1,1:COLOR 0,7:PRINT Dl$;D
2$jD3 $,TIME$:IF A$=" " THEN GOTO 150:
160 IF A$=CHR$(13) GOTO 210
170 LET A$=MID$(A$,2,1}
180 IF A$="M"THEN ooTO 450
190 IF A$="K"THEN GOTO 350
200 GOTO 150
210 IF M$="DATE"THEN GOTO 270
220 IF M$="STATIONS" THEN GOTO 1200
230.IF M$="EXIT"THEN SYSTEM
240 IF M$="SYSTEM"THEN 550
250 IF M$="STATUS"THEN 2670
260 IF M$="ALARftIS"THEN 970
270 LOCATE lO,10:PRINT"ENTER DATE MM-DD-YY"
280 LOCATE 11,21:INPUT D$
290 DATE$=D$
300 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT"ENTER TIME HH:MM:
SS":LOCATE 13,21:INPUT T$
310 TIME$=T$
320 GOTO 30
330 PRINT"INCORRECT ENTRY--TRY AGAIN"
340 GOTO 270
350 REM CURSOR LEFT
ILAPTOp LISTINGI
";S$
";S$(5)
"
";8$(25);"
" ;S$(28) j "
";8$(9);"
";S$(22) ;"
";8$(1);"
";8$(4};"
";8$(7);"
"
"
"
"
"
"
360 LET XR=X: LOCATE 3,X:COLOR 7,0:PRINT M$
370 LET X=XL:IF X<12 THEN LET X=70
380 LET M$="":LET N$="":LET U=X
390 LETN$=CHR$(SCREEN(3,U}}
400 IF N$=" "THEN GOTO 420
410 LET M$=N$+M$:LET U=U-1:GOTO 390
420 COLOR 0,7 :LOCATE ·3,U+1:PRINT M$:COLOR 7,0
430 LET XL=U-5:LET X=U+1
440 GOTO 150
450 REM CURSOR RIGHT
460 LET XL=XR-6:LOCATE 3,X:COLOR 7,0:PRINT M$
470 LET X=XR:IF X>67 THEN LET X=12
480 LET M$="": LET N$='''':LET U=X
490 LET N$=CHR$(SCREEN(3,U}}
500 IF N$=" " THEN GOTO 520
510 LET M$=M$+N$:LET U=U+1:GOTO 490
520 COLOR 0,7:LOCATE 3,X:PRINT M$:COLOR 7,0
530 LET XR=U+5
540 GOTO 150
550 REM************ STATION SQUARE *************
560 SCREEN 2
570 CLS
580 LOCATE 1,30:PRINT"U.H.F RADIO SYSTEM"
590 LOCATE 2,30:PRINT"------------------"
600 FOR Y=40 TO 180 STEP 33
610 FOR X=40 TO 610 STEP 100
620 PSET(X,Y}
630 DRAW"U15R60D15L60"
640 NEXT X
650 NEXT Y
660 LOCATE 3,6:PRINT S$(O);"
(2);" ";S$(3);"
670 LOCATE 7,6:PRINT S$(6);"
;S$(8);
" ";S$(9);" ";S$(10);" ";S$(11)
680 LOCATE 1l,6:PRINT S$(l2);" ";S$(13);"
;S$(14);" ";S$(15);" ";S$(16);"
;S$(17)
690 LOCATE 15,6:PRINT S$(18};"
;S$(20);" ";S$(21);"
;8$(23)
700 LOCATE 19,6:PRINT S$(24);"
;8$(26);" ";S$(27);"
;8$(29)
________________ILAPTOp LISTINGI
710 REM *******NOSCAN CIRCLE**********
720 R=O
730 M=l
740 FOR A=32 TO 180 STEP 33
750 L=l
760 FOR B=55 TO 610 STEP 100
770 IF N(R)=O THEN PAINT (B,A),O
780 CIRCLE(B,A),8
790 IF N(R)=l THEN PAINT (B,A),l
800 X(L)=B:L=L+1:R=R+1
810 NEXT B:Y(M)=A:M=M+1:NEXT A
820 REM********* ALARM CIRCLE*********
830 R=O
840 M=l
850 FOR P=32 TO 180 STEP 33
860 L=l
870 FOR Q=85 TO 610 STEP 100
880 IF A(R)=O THEN PAINT (Q,P),O
890 CIRCLE(Q,P),8
900 IF A(R)=l THEN PAINT (Q,P),l
910 A(L)=Q:L=L+l:R=R+l
920 NEXT Q:B(M)=P:M=M+1:NEXT P
930 IF INKEY$=CHR$(27) THEN GOTO 80 ELSE 940
935 REM####################"
940 GOTO 1800:REM READ RS232
950 GOTO 710
960 REM
970 REM************** TO UPDATE ALARM CHANGE*********
****
980 SCREEN.O
990 CLS
1000 OPEN "R" ,#1,"C:ALARM8",10
1010 FIELD #1,10 AS K$
1020 OPEN "R", #2, "C:SCRATCHA" , 10
1030 FIELD #2,10 AS K2$
1040 NUM=l
1050 WHILE NUM<34
1060 GET #l,NUM
1070 PRINT K$
1080 INPUT 81$
1090 IF 81$=lttl THEN LSET K2$=K$:PUT #2,NUM: GOTO 1120
________________ILAPTOP LISTINGI
1100 LSET K2$=Sl$
1110 PUT #2,NUM
1120 NUM = NUM+l
1130 WEND
1140 CLOSE #1
1150 KILL"C:ALARMS"
1160 CLOSE #2
1170 NAME "C:SCRATCHA"AS"C:ALARMS"
1180 GOTO 30
1190 REM
1200 REM*********** TO UPDATE STATION CHANGE*********
****
1205 CLS
1210 SCREEN 0
1220 CLS
1230 OPEN "R" ,#I,"C:STATION",7
1240 FIELD #1,7 AS K$
1250 OPEN "R", #2,"C:SCRATCH",7
1260 FIELD #2,7 AS K2$
1270 NUM=1
1280 WHILE NUM<31
1290 GET #l,NUM
1300 PRINT K$
1310 INPUT SI$
1320 IF SI$="" THEN LSET K2$=K$:PUT #2,NUM: GOTO 1350
1330 LSET K2$=SI$
1340 PUT #2,NUM
1350 NUM= NUM+l
1360 WEND
1370 CLOSE #1
1380 KILL"C:STATION"
1390 CLOSE #2
1400 NAME "C:SCRATCH"AS"C:STATIQN"
1410 GOTO 30
1420 REM
1430 REM******** ROUTINE TO OUTPUT ALARM INFO
FROM FILE********
1440 X=1
1450 OPEN "R",#I,"C:ALARMS",lO
1460 NUM = 1
ILAPTOP LISTINGI
1470 WHILE NUM<34
1480 FIELD #1,10 AS K$
1490 GET #l,NUM
1500 HUM = HUM+1
1510 A$(X)=K$
1520 X=X+1
1530 WEND
1540 CLOSE #1
1550 REM********** ROUTINE TO OUTPUT STATION INFO
FROM FILE*********
1560 X=O
1570 OPEN "R",#1,"C:STATION",7
1580 HUM = 1
1590 WHILE NUM<31
1600 FIELD #1,7 AS K$
1610 GET #l,NUM
1620 NUM = NUM+1
1630 S$(X)=K$
1640 X=X+1
1650 WEND
1660 CLOSE #1
1670 RETURN
1680 REM
1690 IF ERR=57 THEN GOTO 1800
1700 IF ERR=5 THEN GOTO 330
1710 GOTO 30
1720 REM
1730 REM RS232 COMMS ROUTINE
1740 REM
1750 CLOSE #3
1760 CLS :SCREEN 0
1770 OPEN "COM1:9600,N,8,1" FOR'INPUT AS #3
1780 CLOSE #3
1790 RETURN
1800 Dl$=MID$(DATE$,4,3):D2$=LEFT$(DATE$,3):
D3$=RIGHT$(DATE$,4)
1810 LOCATE 1,1:PRINT D1$jD2$jD3$,TIME$
1820 ON ERROR GOTO 1690
1830 CLOSE #3
1840 OPEN "COM1:9600,N,8,1" FOR INPUT AS #3
ILAPTOP LISTINGI
1850 LET O=TIMER-V :IF 0>60 THEN 1750
1860 IF EOF (3) THEN GOTO 1850
1870 FOR Q=l TO 1000: NEXT Q
1880 0(0)=0:0(1)=0:0(2)=0:0(3)=0:
0(4)=0:0(5)=0:0(6)=0:0(7)=0
1890 Z = 0
1900 WHILE Z<8
1910 IF LOO(3)=0 THEN 1910
1920 B$=INPUT$(1,#3)
1930 O(Z)=ASO(B$)
1940 Z=Z+l
1950 WEND
1960 IF INKEY$=CHR$(27) THEN GOTO 80 ELSE 1970:
REM**** "ESC"******
1970 IF 0(0)=250 THEN GOTO 2050:
REM COMPLETE RX AND TX SUCCESSFUL
1980 IF C(0)=251 THEN GOTO 2050:REM NOSOAN
1990 IF C(0)=252 THEN GOTO 2020:REM NO TX
2000 LOCATE 12,20:
PRINT"INCORREOT MESSAGE C FROM 8031 C.P.U."
2010 ooTO 1800
2020 OLS:SCREEN 2:KEY OFF
2030 LOCATE 12,30:PRINT" MASTER OUT OF SOAN"
2040 ooTO 1800
2050 Q=C(7) AND 1
:REM REARRANGE RECEIVE BYTES
2060 IF Q=O THEN 2080
2070 O(3)=C(3)+128
2080 Q=C(7) AND 2
2090 IF Q=O THEN 2110
2100 0(4)=C(4)+128
2110 Q=C(7) AND 4
2120 IF Q=O THEN 2140
2130 0(5)=C(5)+128
2140 Q=C(7) AND 8
2150 IF Q=O THEN 2170
2160 0(6)=C(6)+128
2170 A$=HEX$(C(1»:B$=HEX$(0(2»
2180 P=VAL(A$)
2190 Pl=VAL(B$)
2200 REM IF P>29 THEN GOTO 3356 ELSE 3360
_______________---1LAPrOP LISTINGI
2210 REM
PRINT" MAXIMUM OF 30 STATIONS
AVAILABLE"
2220 REM FOR D=l TO 5000 :NEXT D
2230 REM GOTO 3024
2240 IF C(0)=251 THEN GOTO 2320:REM**** NO REPLY*****
2250 IF P=P1 THEN GOTO 2290
2260 REM******* TX AND RX ADDRESS DON'TMATCH******
2270 LPRINT"MASTER SCANNED ";
S$(P);" AND REMOTE ";S$(P1);" HAS REPLIED"
2280 GOTO 1800
2290 R$=A$:A(1)=C(3):A(2)=C(4):A(3)=C(5):A(4)=C(6)
2300 REM PRINT R$;A(1);A(2);A(3);A(4)
2310 GOTO 2360:
REM***** GO MAIN ROUTINE FOR ALARM DECODE*****
2320 REM *******NO REPLY******
2330 S(P,33,1)=1
2340 N(P)=l: REM FOR SCREEN UPDATE
2350 GOTO 2500
2360 REM*******DECODE ALARM INFO**********
2370 S(P,33,1)=0
2380 N(P)=O: REM FOR SCREEN UPDATE
2390 Z(1)=1:Z(2)=2:Z(3)=4:Z(4)=8:Z(5)=16:
Z(6)=32:Z(7)=64:Z(8)=128
2400 A(P)=O
2410 REM*****DECODE ALARM INFO A(1-4)
2420 M=l
2430 FOR N=l TO 4
2440 FOR R=l TO 8
2450 Q=A(N) AND Z(R)
2460 IF Q=O THEN GOTO 2480 ELSE 2470
2470 S(P,M,1)=1:A(P)=l :GOTO 2490
2480S(P,M,1)=0
2490 M=M+1:NEXT R:NEXT- N
2500 REM*****COMPARE OLD ALARM TO NEW******
2510 J=O
2520 FOR X=l TO 33
2530 C=S(P,X,l) XOR S(P,X,2)
ILAPTOp LISTINGI
2540 IF C=l THEN GOTO 2620
2550 NEXT X
2560 IF J=O THEN 1800 ELSE 2580
2570 REM******TRANSFER NEW ALARMS IN STORE*******
2580 FOR M=l TO 33
2590 S(P,M,2)=S(P,M,l)
2600 NEXT M
2610 GOTO 710
2620 J=l:IF S(P,X,l)=O THEN GOTO 2650 ELSE 2630
2625 REM*****UPDATE ALARM AND STORE*****
2630 LPRINT D1$;D2$;D3$,TIME$,S$(P),A$(X),"ON"
2640 GOTO 2550
2650 LPRINT D1$jD2$jD3$,TIME$,S$(P),A$(X),"OFF"
2660 GOTO 2550
2670 REM ******OUTPUT PRESENT STATUS*******
2680 SCREEN O:CLS .
2685 CLS
2690 PRINT
2695 PRINT" SYSTEM ALARM
STATUS"
2700 LPRINT" SYSTEM ALARM
STATUS"
2710 FOR U=O TO 29
2720 FOR V=l TO 33
2730 IF S(U,V,l)=O THEN 2740 ELSE 2820
2740 NEXT V
2750 NEXT U
2760 PRINT"END STATS"
2770 LPRINT"END STATS"
2780 FOR T=l TO 10000
2790 IF INKEY$=CHR$(27) THEN GOro 550 ELSE 2800
2800 NEXT T
2810 GOTO 550
2820 PRINT S$(U),A$(V)
2830 LPRINT S$(U),A$(V)
2840 GOTO 2740
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I APPENDIX C.l I
BAUD RATE CALCULATION
APPENDIX C.1
DERIVATION OF THE 8 BIT UART BAUD RATE CALCULATION
Bit SHOD in register PooN =0 on reset
'N'Prescaler = 32
TMOD.5 = 1
TMOD.4 = 0
TooN.6 = 0
For auto reload operation
For timer running (baud rate
generator active)
. .
IE.3 = 0 To prevent any unnecessary interrupts
BAUD RATE = OVERFLOW RATE / N
BUT N=32 and OVERFLOW RATE =ooUNT RATE /(32*(256-
THl)
Therefore: BAUD RATE= OSC FREQ /(12*32*{256 -THl)
Therefore:OSC FREQ / BAUD RATE =12 *32 *(256 -THl)
=12 *32 256-12*32*THl
Therefore: 12*S2*THl=12*32*256-(OSC FREQ/BAUD
RATE)
Therefore: TH1 ={12*32*256-(OSC FREQ/BAUD
RATE»/12*32
={12*32*256-(7.372S*10A6/9600»/12*32
=254
For a baud rate of 9600 the value of 254 is loaded
into register THI •
IAPPENDIX Co2 I
5 SEC DELAY ROUTINE
24 CYCLES
24 CYCLES
24 CYCLES
12 CYCLES
APPENDIX C.2
DERIVATION FOR A 5 SECOND TIME DELAY
Clock Frequency =7.3728Mh
Time for one cycle=1/7.3728 * 10A6 =135.6* 10A-9
seconds.
Instruction Times:-DJNZ
MOV DPl'R
JB
MOV DPL
DJNZ DPL,$ MOV DPL
JB
MOV
DJNZ 24+12+24=60
24*256*135.6 * 10A-9
=833.1 * 10A-6SEC
256{(60*135.6 * 10A-9)+(833.1
* 10A - 6)}
=215.4 * 10A-3 SEC
DJNZ 24 "25{(24*135.6 * 10A-9)+(215.4
* 10A-3)}
=5.36 SEC
IAPPENDIX C.31
10~S DELAY ROUTINE
..;
APPENDIX C.3
nERIVATION FOR A 10 MILLI SECOND TIME DELAY
DJNZ 24 CYCLES
MOV DPTR 24 CYCLES
MOV DPL 12 CYCLES
JNB 24 CYCLES
1 CYCLE = 135.6 * 10A-9
.- ~ ",
DJNZ DPL,$
Time for above instruction = 24*256*135.6 * 10A-9
MOV+JNB+DJNZ=12+24+24=60
HEX"OC"=DEC 12
COUNT=12{(60 * 135.6 * 10A-9)+(833.1 * 10A-6)}
=10.1 MILLI SECONDS
. ~ ~ :. '.-
ESTIMATE COST
IAPPENDIX D I
APPENDIX D
ESTIMATE COST
COMPONENTS
8031 MICROCONTROLLER R16.00
7805 REGULATOR R03.20
SN 7407 INVERTOR R01.55
HN482732 EPROM R17.50
MAXIM 235 RS232 DRIVER R09.50
.' SN 7407 BUFFER ROl.55( TL7705 RESET I.C R02.65
SN 74LS373 LATCH ROl.75
CRYSTAL 7.3728 MHZ R17.00
2 * 30PF CAPACITORS R01.20
, 2 * luF CAPACITORS R04.20
1 * 10nF CAPACITOR ROO.55
1 * SWITCH R05.45
8 * RESISTORS ROO.88
2 * L.E.D'S ROl.90
EDGE CONNECTOR Rl1.50
10 * PINS R01.25
P.C.BOARD R80.00
MOUNTING RACK RllO.OO
-------
R287.60
DEVELOPMENT COST R8733.00
DRAFTING COST R560.00
--------
TOTAL COST R9581.00
--------
......
I APPENDIX E I
TABULAR PRINTOUT COPIES
·-·-·-r-" - '. ~ .
-' .
,
j
I
I
,I
!,
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
.>
r'1h ,r:.'." I~"
. -
12: 15:53 12-12...;.2012" - : 'SPAN' 'LOLJ.~'VULT
12:15:53 12-12-2012'-SPAN,SPARE
12: 15:53 12-12-2012 .' SPAN : SPARE
12: 15:53 12-12-2012 SPAN -, SPARE
12: 15:53 12-12-2012· SPAN r'lAlNS FAIL
12:15:53 12-12-2012 SPAN MAST LIGHT
12: 15:54 ·12-12-2012 :', SPAN -. .: r'lUX"PS{NU)
12:"15:54 12-1-2-2012, ' SPAN'" TX1;~\
',i2:15':54: ;·12-12"':2012" SPAN· . TX:2",::-
12: 15:54 12-12-2012' '~'" SPAN .' TX3
12: 15:54 12-12-2012 SPAN TX4
12: 15:54' 12-12-2012 SPAN RXl
12: 15:54 ·12-12-2012. " SPAN . RX2; _._
. 12: 15:'55 '" 12":'12-2012. SPAN ',' RX3:: ,
12: 15:55' 12-12-2012;,·' SPAN 'RX4E:., .
12:15:55 12-12"':2012'~ SPAN PILOT:RXI
12: 15:55 12-12-2012 SPAN .PILOT RX2
12:15:55 12-12-2012 SPAN PILOT RX3
12: 15:55· 12"':12-2012, SPAN PILOT .RX4
12: 15:55 12-12-:-2012" SPAN "~ PILOT. TX
,12:I5:5512-12-2012 SPAN,': RADIO PS
12: 15:56 12-12-2012 '. SPAN ' RX ON I1AN
12: 15:56 12-12-2012 SPAN TX ON l'lAN
12:15:56 12-12-2012 SPAN GENERAL 1
12:15:56 12-12-2012 SPAN GENERAL 2
12: 15:56 12-12-2012 SPAN· GENERAL 3
12: 15:56 12-12-2012 SPAN GENERAL' 4
12: 16:39 12-12-2012 SPAN NOSCAN
r'lASTER SCANNED HEKPRT AND REr10TE SPAN HAS REPLIED
12:16:54 '12-12-2012 ALPHA NOSCAN
12: 17:03 ·12-12-2012 .' KOEBERG .... NOSCAN
. " . .'~-; MAXH1UI'l. OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE .
.'~,r·-.,. ':': .,;;.; . . 'i.-J :i.·,;;>HAXU1Ul'10F 30,STATIONS.:.AVAILABLE :,,_
" ., r'lAXH1Ur'l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
MAXIMUM OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
r'lAXHlUr'l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
,.)'lAXU1Ul'1 OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
". r-lAXHlUr'l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
:' 'r'lAXH1Ur-J OF 30 STATIONS' AVAILABLE
r-lAXIMUr-J OF 30 STATIONS 'AVAILABLE
MAXIMUM OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
, f'lAXH1Ur-J OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
. : .~';MAXHlur-l OF 30 STATIONS'AVAILABLE
,. ,MAXU1UI'1 OF 30 STATIONS' AVAILABLE
: MAXIr-lUt-l OF 30 STATIONS-AVAILABLE
'MAXIMUM OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
MAXIMUM OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
f'lAXIMUt-l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
,r'lAXUlUM OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
.. r-1AXIJ·1Ur-l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
MAXIMUM OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
r'lAXHlUI'l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
r'lAXHlUI'l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
r'lAXH1Ui'1 OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
r'lAXHlUi'l OF 30 STATIONS AVAILABLE
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REi'lOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
i'lASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE ,SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
i'lASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
'.OFF' .
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF. ':
'g~~': ,....;', ':
OFF" ,-
OFF
OFF
,OFF" ",-
. OFF
OFF ,' ..
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF. '
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
, OFF
OFF:
OFF
ON
ON
ON
: . '. ~ '''~'''',
15:16:32 12-13~20i2 SPAN RX1.:_ OFF
., 15:16:32 12:-13-2012 SPAN RX2 OFF
15:16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN RX3 OFF
15: 16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN RX4 - OFF
) 15:16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT RX1 OFF
15:16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT RX2 OFF
15:16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT RX3 OFF
") 15: 16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT RX4 OFF
15: 16-:33 12-13"';'2()12 SPAN' PILOT IX OFF
-,
15:16:33 12-13:"2012 .SPAN' RADIO PS OFF
) 15:16:33 12-13-2012 SPAN RX ON tlAN OFF
15:16:34 12-13-2012 SPAN TX ON r'lAN OFF;I 15: 16:34- 12-13-2012 SPAN GENERAL 1 OFF., 15:16:34 12-13-2012 SPAN GENERAL 2 OF~
i 15: 16:34 12-13-20'12 SPAN GENE~AL 3 OFF
I 15-:16:34 - 12-13--20.12 SPAN _GENERAL 4 OFF') -. SYSTEM ALARM STATUS
i END STATS
I 15:17:n- 12-13-2012 KOEBERG NOSCAN ON
I 15:17:16 12-13-2012 ESKGr-l NOSCAN' ON!
15: 17:20 f2--13-2012' r-1AKPAN NOSCAN ON
15: 17:-25 12-13-20-12 SRIDGE NOSCAN - ON
(' ) 15: 17:29 12-13-2012 PLUTO NOSCAN ON
, -- SYSTEtl ALAR!'l STATUS
'\
KOEBERG NOSCAN
) ESKGr-l ~g~~~~ ::;-c tlAKPAN-·.-·
SRIDGE .. NOSCAN
) PLUTO' NOSCAN:
END STATS
1~-:13-2012 15:20: 12 lJITPORT NOSCAN ON
-j. 12"":'13-'2012 15:20:28 SPAN':- URGENT ON
I 12-13-2012 15:20:-28 , '.t SPAN '. - MUX P:S. ON.:-,.::..:~;: 12-13-2012 15:20:28 SPAN :.-..: - MUX:A•G•C ON
I
-) 12-12-2012 15:28:Qa SPAN URGENT_ ON
13-12-2012 15:23:04 SPAN nux P.S. ON
13-12-2012 15:23:04 SPAN MUX A.G.C ON
I ) 13-12-2012 15:23:04 SPAN - CARR.GEN ON
I )
J 13-12-2012 15:23:52 SPAN URGENT ON
.13-12-2012 15:23:52 SPAN nux P.S. ON
13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN ('lUX A.G.C ON
!I ,)
13':12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN CARR.GEN ON
13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN HIGH VOLT ON
13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN LOlJ VOLT ON
) 13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN SPARE ON
13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN SPARE ON
13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN SPARE ON
) 13-12-2012 15:23:53 SPAN i"iAINS FAIL ON
13-12-2012 15:23:54 SPAN MAST LIGHT ON
·1 13-12-2012 15:23:54 SPAN nux PS(NU) ON
.J 13-12-2012 15:23:54 SPAN TXl ONON
) 13-12-2012 15:33:57 SPAN NOSCAN ON13-12-2012 15:34:01 SPAN NOSCAN OFF
13-12-2012 15:34:06 SPAN NOSCAN ON
13-12-2012 15:34: 10 SPAN NOSCAN OFF
i"iASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REnOTE ELOFF HAS REPLIED
13-12-2012 15:34:37 SPAN NOSCAN ON13-12-2012 15:34:41 SPAN NOSCAN OFF
)-- 13-12-2012 15:34:50 SPAN URGENT ON
.1,+.17.LL _4- .~ _v __
") SYSTEr-l ALARt-l STATUS
r-lAKPAN NOSCAN
, END STATS
) 14:19:55 12-13-2012 ATLAS NOSCAN ON
, 14: 19:59 12-13-2012 ALPHA NOSCAN ON
14:27:53 ' 12-13-2012 SPAN NOSCAN ON
) 14:27:59 12-:-13-:-2012' SPAN NOSCAN OFF
" , ' SYSTEM ALARM STAT~S.. ':'~ . -.'.~: ,
:END STATS . i:· ··i "
") 14:31:47 12-13~2012 SPAN NOSCAN ON
14:31:55 12-13-2012 SPAN NOSCAN OFF
15: 16:22 12-13-2012 SPAN URGENT ON
r
') 15: 16:22 12-13-2012 SPAN nux P.S. ON
15:16:22 '~d2-13-2012 - SPAN, ,; r·lUXA. G. C .. ON
15: 16:22 . '/12-13-2012 SPAN CARR.GEN ON·
) . 'IS: 16:22 12-13-2012 SPAN HIGH VOLT ON
15: 16:22 12-13-2012 ' SPAN LOW VOLT ON
15: 16:23 12-13-2012 SPAN I SPARE ON
") 15: 15:23 12-13-2012 SPAN SPARE ONf _.' 15: 16:23 12-13-2012 SPAN SPARE ON
15: 16:23 12-13-2012 ':'", SPAN r'lAINS FAIL ON
Oi ) 15: 16:23 12-13-2012 SPAN r'lAST LIGHT ON
'j 15:16:23 12-13-2012 . SPAN nux PS(NU) ONI
, -~. 15: 16:23 12-13-2012 SPAN TXl ON
I ) 15: 16:23 12-13-2012 SPAN TX2 ON
!
_15: 16:24. 12-13-2012 SPAN· TX3 ON
.15: 16:24 .' 12-13-2012 SPAN TX4 ON
,") 'IS: 16:24 12-13-2012 SPAN RXI ON
,I 15:16:24 12-13-2012 SPAN RX2 ON15: 16:24 12-13-2012 SPAN RX3 ON
I ) 15: 16:24 12-13-2012 SPAN RX4 ON,
j 15: 16:24 12.--13-2012 SPAN PILOT RXI ON
15:16:24 12-:-13~2012 . SPAN· PILOT RX2 ON
y·':~"'-~'~"":""~i ) 15: 16:25 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT RX3 ON
15:16:25 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT RX4 ON
15:16:25 12-13-2012 SPAN PILOT TX ON
..> 15: 16:25 12-13-2012 SPAN RADIO PS ON
15: 16:25 . 12-13-2012 SPAN RX ON r1AN ON
, 15: 16:25' . '12713-2012 SPAN . TX ON r'lAN ON
~ 15: 16:25 12~13:";2012 SPAN GENERAL 1 ON
c 15: 16:25 12-13-2012 SPAN GENERAL 2 ON
-:
15: 16:26 12-13-2012 SPAN GENERAL 3 ON
-",1 ) 15: 16:26 12-13-2012 SPAN GENERAL 4 ON,
i 15: 16:30 .'12-13-2012 SPAN URGENT OFF
15: 16:30 . '12-13-2012 SPAN nux P.S~'·' OFF
,) 15:16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN nux A.G.C OFF
15:16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN CARR.GEN OFF
15: 16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN HIGH VOLT OFF
) 15: 16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN LOW VOLT OFF
15: 16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN SPARE OFF
15: 16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN SPARE OFF
) 15:16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN SPARE OFF
15: 16:31 12-13-2012 SPAN r-JAlf'JS FAIL OFF
15: 16:32 12-13-2012 SPAN nAST LIGHT OFF
..> 15: 16:32 12-13-2012 SPAN r-JUX PS(NU> OFF
15:16:32 12-13-2012 SPAN TX1 OFF
15:16:32 12-13-2012 SPAN TX2 OFF
..> 15: 16:32 12-13-2012 SPAN TX3 OFF
15: 16:32 12-13-2012 SPAN TX4 OFF
r I - _..... --MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REMOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED.
MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REr'lOTE SPAN HAS REPLIED
) MASTER SCANNED SPAN AND REf-10TE SPAN HAS REPLIED
') t:. 11:35:51 12-13-2012 DOORN NOSCAN ON
11:35:54 12-13-2012 r-lATU1BA NOSCAN ON
11:35:56 12-:-13-2012 WITPORT NOSCAN ON
) 11:37:16 12-13-2012 SPIONKP NOSCAN ON
11:37: 19 12-13-2012 HEKPRT NOSCAN ON
11:37:22 12-13-2012 VKKOP NOSCAN ON
)
SPIONKP
SYSTEM ALARM STATUS
NOSCAN
HEKPRT '.'- NOSCAN -.
VKKOP., NOSCAN - ,J- )
END STATS
11:37:43 12-13-2012 ESKOtl NOSCAN ON
) 11:37:46 . 12.-13-2012 WATERBG NOSCAN ON
11:38:56', ;';12-13-2012 VKKOP NOSCAN ON
.I .~: ~.' .' SYSTEr-l ALARM STATUS
.> VKKOP NOSCAN
'END STATS
11: 40:52 12-13-2012 ESKOtl NOSCAN ONL_; ) SYSTEM ALARM STATUS
" END STATS .,
11:46:04 - 12-13-2012 DOORN NOSCAN ON
") 11,:46:08' 12-13-2012 FRANSr'lA NOSCAN ON
11:46: 17 12-13-2012 PHIL URGENT ' ON
11:46:18 '12-13-2012 PHIL nux P.S. ON
../
-t 11:46:18 12-13-2012 PHIL .' nux A.G.C ON
.>
.j 11:46: 18 12';"'13-2012· PHIL CARR.GEN ONi
11:46: 18 12;"'13-2012 PHIL HIGH VOLT ON
... 11:46:18 12-13-2012 PHIL LOW VOLT ON
-;_-, ~,-.,:-:,:~~ 11:46: 18 12-13-2012 PHIL SPARE ON
11:46:19 11-13-2012 PHIL SPARE ON
) 11:46:19 12-13-2012 PHIL SPARE ON
11:46: 19 _12-13-2012 PHIL S'lAINS FAIL ON
11 :46: 19 12-13-:2012 PHIL HAST LIGHT ,: ON
11:46:19 12-13-2012 PHIL nux PSCNU> ON
11:46: 19 12-13-2012 PHIL TXl ON
11:46: 19 12':"13-2012 PHIL TX2. ON
" ) 11:46: 19 12-13-2012 PHIL TX3 ON
\ 11:46: 19 12-13-2012 PHIL 1X4 ON'.
11:46:20 12-13-2012 PHIL RX1 ON
) 11:46:20 12-13-2012 PHIL RX2 ON
11:46:20 12-13-2012 PHIL RX3 ON
11:46:20 12-13-2012 PHIL RX4 ON
) 11:46:20 12-13-2012 PHIL PILOT RXI ON
11:46:20 12-13-2012 PHIL PILOT RX2 ON
11:46:20 12-\3-2012 - PHIL PILOT RX3 ON
). .
END STATS
12:32:16 12-13-2012 ATLAS NOSCAN ON
..) 12:32:20 12-13-2012 ALPHA NOSCAN ON
12:32:25 12-13-2012 HEKPOOR NOSCAN ON
12:32:29 12-13-2012 WATERBG NOSCAN ON
.> 12:32:34 12-13-2012 PHIL URGENT ON
12:32:34 12-13-2012 PHIL nux P.S. ON
12:32:34 12-13-2012 PHIL nux A.G.C ON
-! 12:32:34 12-13-2012 PHIL CARR.GEN ON
12:32:35 12-13-2012 PHIL HIGH VOLT ON
12:32:35 12-13-2012 PHIL LOW VOLT ON
12:3'):35 1?-ij-20i2 PHIL . SPARE, ON
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